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Push to 
Honor 
Activists 
Gains 
Support 
By APRILL 0. TURNER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The push of Student Trustees 
Jonathan Hutto and Randy Short to 
award honorary degrees to civil rights 
activists Kwame Ture and James 
Farmer during the May 8 commence-
ment ceremony is gaining support. 
The decision will be voted on tomor-
row during a committee meeting by the 
Board of Trustees. 
The vote of the Faculty Senate earli-
er last week to unanimously support the 
trustees was "monumental and 
unprecedented," said Graduate Trustee 
Randy Short. He said Farmer and Ture 
are the closest people to genuine Amer-
ican heroes and should be honored by 
the University. 
"They embody the activists tradition 
of Howard University, that is critical to 
understanding the struggle of our peo-
ple and also honoring them functions 
as a corrective lens that black people 
advance just by conforming to white 
supremacy and black inferiority which 
is nearly Universal," Short said. 
Julian Bond, chairman to the board of 
the NAACP, agrees that the 
See ACTIVISTS, A 7 
Mounds of 
R.eaction on 
Lewinsky 
Interview 
From Dorm Rooms to 
Apartments, Students Tune In 
By KIMOTHY K. BROWN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
More than a year after it was 
learned that Monica S. Lewinsky, the 
former White House intern, had had 
a sexual relationship with President 
Clinton, on Wednesday, for the fust 
time, Lewinsky told the world her 
side of the story. 
Appearing angelic in a carefully-
rehearsed, two-hour interview with 
Barbara Walters on the 20/20 televi-
sion show, Lewinsky told select 
details of her alleged affair with the 
President. 
The interview was greeted with an 
abundance of hype and speculation 
around the globe, as many here at 
Howard University gathered around 
television sets to catch a glimpse of 
that woman. 
What would she say? 
And would she give every detail? 
First, Lewinsky attacked Indepen-
dent Counsel Kenneth W. Starr, FB.I. 
agents, the president, and even her 
own attorneys, saying she felt "raped 
and physically ill with herself' when 
the Starr Report was released to the 
world via the Internet last September. 
Lewinsky said she felt nothing but 
ill feelings toward Linda Tripp, her 
former friend who secretly taped a 
conversation in which the former 
White House intern told of her rela-
tionship with the president. 
"I wanted to hurt her," Lewinsky 
said during the interview. "I felt like 
an animal wanting to claw at her 
skin." 
What's more, Lewinsky said she 
felt that because of the scandal, which 
ended when the Senate acquitted 
Clinton of all charges of impeach-
ment, the v1hole world looked at her 
as "whore." 
See REACTION, A3 
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Sayles, Sterling Clinch Trustee Seats 
By IRA PORTER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In an election that drew the lowest percent-
age of voters in recent years, Marilyn Hoosen 
and Channing Hawkins Wednesday reached 
the midpoint in their fight to lead the next 
HUSA administration, mustering enough 
votes for a run-off election, scheduled for next 
Wednesday. 
Meanwhile, Louis Sterling won the fierce 
race between three students for undergradu-
ate trustee, while Che Sayles defeated incum-
bent Graduate Trustee Randy Short in a bit-
terly contested race. 
Hoosen and her running mate on the 
UNITY 2000 slate, Terah Jackson, said they 
look forward to Wednesday's run-off elec-
tion. 
"I think it's encouraging that people 
believe in our principle and our programs, 
said Jackson. "However, this is just the 
beginning, this race is far from over." 
The campaign season will re-charge Mon-
day, when the HUSA slates will participate 
in an event described by organizers as the 
"Mecca Soap Box" --during which, each 
slate will have one last time to sway voters 
to support them. 
That event is scheduled for Monday at 
7:30p.m. in the Blackburn Center. 
chair Anthony Santagati. 
The UNITY 2000 slate 
captured 724 votes, while 
the Vision Millennium 
slate, led by Hawkins and 
his running mate, Gio-
vanna Taylor, mustered 
585 votes, Santagati said. 
Rob Hall and April 
Thon1as, who cam-
paigned under the Tran-
sition slate, received 314 
votes, while the Peace 
slate's Brian Hall and 
Nkosa Cetewayo captur-
ing 223 votes. 
In the race for under-
graduate trustee, 865 stu-
Election Results 
HUSA 
U.N .I. T. Y 2000 724 
Vison Millennium 585 
Transition 314 
PEACE 223 
Graduate 'frustee 
Che' S'!)'.les 258 
Randy Short 156 
Calvin Hill 54 
Undemaduate 'frustee 
Louis Ster g 865 
Frank Turner 301 
Tamika Price 122 
Voter Turnout: 2,012120.2 % 
dents voted for Louis 
Sterling, and Frank 
B. Turner received 
301 votes. Tamika 
Price seized 122 
votes. 
Sterling received 
more than 30 percent 
of Wednesday's vote, 
which is more than is 
required for under-
graduate trustees to 
be declared a winner. 
In the race for grad-
uate trustee, Law 
School student Che 
Sayles received 258 
votes against incum-
bent Graduate Trustee Randy Short, who 
received 156 votes. Calvin Hill, of the Grad-
uate School of Arts and Sciences, received 54 
votes. 
Short charged that the GAEC failed to ade-
quately tell graduate students about the elec-
tions. Short added that Santagati intentional-
ly proposed a Wednesday election date to go 
against the normal election date, which is 
Tuesday. 
"Ninety percent of graduate students are 
commuters. They're not going to travel to 
campus with their families to vote," Short 
said. "He [Santagati] failed to put together a 
campaign that would draw graduate students." 
In response, Santagati said the change in the 
election day did not affect voter turn-out. 
"Traditionally, there's more students on cam-
pus on Wednesday's than on Tues-
day's," Santagati said. 
Short raised further criticism against 
the GAEC, saying the Law School held 
a binding primary in which one candi-
date for graduate trustee, Che Sayles, 
was endorsed, and another candidate, 
Eugene Akers, was forced to step out of 
the race. 
According to Santagati the primary 
was not binding, despite a signed affi-
davit made by Short contesting the pri-
mary election. 
Roughly 20 percent, or 2,012 of the Uni-
versity's students participated in Wednes-
day's electtons, 1narking the lo\vest voter 
turn-out rate in recent years, said GAEC HUSA presidential candidate Marily Hoosen for 
UNITY 2000 slate. 
llUSA presidential candidate Channing Hawkins fur 
Vision Millenniwn slate. 
Hoosen, Hawkins, Thomas, Sterling 
and Sayles were unavailable for com-
ment late Wednesday, when election 
tesu1ts were made available to The Hill-
top. 
Slater to Speak at Convocation 
By APRILL 0. TURNER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Rodney E. Slater, the U.S. Secretary 
of Transportation, will deliver the 
keynote address at the University's 
132d Charter Day Convocation today 
at l la.m. in Cramton Auditorium. 
After his speech, Slater will receive 
an honorary doctorate ofhu1nane let-
ters. 
Charter Day commemorates the 
founding of the University on March 
3, 1867, with the passage of a char-
ter in the U.S. Congress. 
Slater, who grew up in Marianna, 
Ark., graduated from Eastern Michi-
gan University and earned his law 
degree at the University of Arkansas. 
After holding several public service 
positions in Arkansas, Slater was 
named administrator of the Federal 
Highway Administration. 
In I 997, Slater became Department 
of Transportation's I 3th Secretary. 
The department has I 00,000 employ-
ees and a budget of $40 billion. As 
secretary, he works to build and main-
tain the nation's airports, highways, 
railroads, mass transit systems and 
maritime resources. 
Slater has also acted as a liaison for 
the Martin Luther King, Jr. Federal 
Holiday Commission. Ebony Maga-
zine namedhimoneofthe lOOMost 
Influential Black Americans. The 
National Bar Association gave him 
its coveted President's Award and 
The Arkansas Times named him an 
"Arkansas Hero." 
He also received the Arkansas Pub-
lic Transportation Award and the 
See SLATER,A7 
File photo 
Rodney E. Slater, United States Sec-
retary of 'Iransportation, 
Combs' Award Draws Criticism 
By JOHN·JOIIN WILLAMS IV 
and KEENAN SUARES 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
Plans to honor the entertainer Sean 
"Puffy" Combs at tomorrow's Char-
ter Day celebration bas some stu-
dents questioning whether more 
"qualified" alumni should be honored 
instead. 
Wait. Is "Puffy," the Grammy 
Award-winning, multi-millionaire 
producer, a Howard alumnus? 
In the Feb. 23 edition of The Cap-
stone, the University's newsletter, 
Combs, who attended Howard in the 
late 80's but has yet to graduate from 
the University, is an "alumnus." 
According to administration officials 
anyone who has attended the Uni-
versity is an alunmus. 
Combs, who has found success in 
the entertainment industry taking on 
the roles of a record producer, artist, 
and CEO of Bad Boy Entertainment, 
will tomorrow join other honorees, 
who include: Linda W. Cropp, Chair 
to the Council of the District to 
Columbia; Dr. Irvin D. Reid, Presi-
dent of Wayne State University; and 
Charles De Witt Watts, a surgeon. 
The honoring of Combs has drawn 
some controversy among many stu-
dents. 
Stacie Gamble, a junior mathemat-
ics major, said she's uncertain about 
the Combs' for the honor. 
"When you think of Charter Day, 
you think of people who had a great 
impact on the University. I don't think 
Puffy falls into that category as being 
a leader," Gamble said. 
"He's making hits but are his 
albums sales preparing us to be lead-
ers for the future?" Gamble added 
See COMBS, A3 
File photo 
Sean "Puffy" Combs, CEO, Bad Boy 
Entertainment 
For Emerging 
I 
Nations, Lessons in 
Crafting Budgets 
Ralph Bunche Center Sponsors Eight-Week Program 
By NATALIE REID 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Ten public sectors from the Repub-
lic of Georgia are now in the last part 
of an eight-week planning and bud-
geting program hosted by Howard 
University's Ralph Bunche Interna-
tional Affairs Center. 
The Republic of Georgia is an inde-
pendent state in the former Soviet 
Union. It's made up of 63 adminis-
trative districts and is a democratic 
republic. Georgia is one of the three 
republics of Transcaucasia. In 1991, 
Georgia along with Azerbaijan, 
regained independence after the 
Soviet Union dissolved. 
Georgia's stability is, arguably, in 
the long-term interests of the United 
States. The country is in the process 
of rebuilding its economy to bring 
about stability and growth. 
The program, sponsored by the 
United States Asian International 
Development [USAID], is called the 
Public Sector Expenditure Policy 
Building for Georgia. During the prp-
gram, Georgian officials visited sites 
of the federal and local government 
agencies and attended an on-campus 
workshop. Classes were conducted 
on a daily schedule in the Bunche 
Center Auditorium. These classes 
were taught by Howard professors. 
Some of the sites visited were the 
Committee on the . Budget in the 
House, the Annapolis Office of the 
Budget & Comptrollers office, the 
Brookings Institute, the Department 
of Labor and Maryland State Legis-
lature. Mariam Dolidze, Budget Ana-
lyst for the Ministry of Finance in 
Georgia, said, "We [delegates] visit-
ed the Federal Reserve Board, 
Howard University Hospital and the 
University Financial Management 
Board. These visits allowed us to see 
just how these institutions control 
their budget." 
USAID's focus for Georgia involves 
strategic objectives, such as eco-
nomic restructuring, building democ-
racy and building a social sector. 
Restructuring deals with the devel-
opment of a competitive market-ori-
ented economy in which resources 
are privately owned and managed. 
USAID hopes to strengthen Geor-
gia's capacity to manage the human 
dimension of the transition to democ-
racy and to the market economy. Its 
goal is to help sustain the neediest 
people during the transition period. 
Dolidze stated that the program's 
main goal is to teach programs that 
involve taking part in state budget. 
"In planning Budget, we [the dele-
gates] learn how to analyze budgets, 
set-up special expenditure sizes for 
government spending and other pri-
orities," Dolidze said. 
ABU-JAMAL SUPPORT BLACK HAIR MADNESS STARTS 
TODAY: Snnny 
Sundiata named chair of History Depart-
ment. 
18 _years later, groups gather in support 
of Mumia Abu-Jamal. 
A celebration of the many different types 
of black hair. 
Basketball fever strikes during 
March Madness at the Mecca. 
See BI 
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By IRA PORTER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It's been a month and a half since Howard Universi-
ty's History department named Dr. Ibrahim K. Sundi-
ata its new chair. Sundiata was appointed when former 
chair, Emory Tolbert, took the position of professor of 
African Studies. 
Although Sundiata has no direct past affiliations 
with the University, his father attended its law school. 
Sundiata was raised in Northwest D.C. whe,e he 
attended Hine Junior High and Eastern high schools. 
"I grew up ... around Howard," Sundiata said. He now 
lives in the Ledroit Park area and joked about walking 
to work. "I fight my way in and I fight my way out," 
he said with a smile on his face. 
Sundiata said he is happy about the department pro-
ducing a Rhodes Scholar. 
"Yes, the department plans on producing more 
Rhodes Scholars," he said. 
One of his immediate plans is to get students more 
involved in the campus community. His plan for this is 
to hold open forums to establish dialogue between stu-
dents and faculty. Through these forums, he said, stu-
dents would learn to debate important issues. 
"If there's going to be a discussion of Afro-centricism, 
where else could it be but Howard?" Sundiata asked. 
He said the History department is filled with brilliant 
faculty and students. "We need to let our light shine," 
he said. "We have a lot of talent here." 
Before his voyage to the Mecca to spearhead the 
Department into the next millennium, Sundiata was 
head of the African and African-American Studies 
Department at Brandeis University in Walthan, Mass. 
He is the author of several books, including his latest, 
From Slaving to 1Veoslavery: The Bight of Biafira and 
Fernando Po in the Era of Abolition, 1827-1930. 
Before his mid-year appointment, Sundiata was work- • 
ing on a new book. He lived and studied in Brazil as 
a professor and has coordinated a Nigerian Equatori-
al Guinean Ministerial Conference on Boundary coop-
eration for several years. 
Howard's Martin Luther King 
Mock Trial Debate Team Off to 
National Tournament 
By ALLEN POWELL 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Howard University's Martin Luther King Mock Trial 
Debate Team, the country's current reigning national 
champions, placed third, fourth, and fifth with three 
best attorney and best witness awards at the Universi-
ty of Maryland last month. This performance garnered 
them two team invitations to the national tournament. 
In order to qualify for the national tournament, 
Howard's team needed a strong showing at the recent 
regional competition-and they got that. 
Team Vice-President Rashidda Saddique said, "While 
we are trying to get a first place, we kind of expect it 
not to happen. We knew Mary land was going to get ftrst 
or second; we were just happy to get to the national 
competition." 
The Gold Flight National Competition will be held 
in Des Moines, 
Iowa April 9 -11. Two of Howard's four squads will 
attend this tournament and one more will attend the Sil-
ver Flight Competition. The first through fourth place 
finishers in the regional tournament received automatic 
bids to the national tournament. 
Howard won their third and fourth place finishes from 
over 20 teams from schools such as: George Wash-
ington, Georgetown, Pennsylvania State and the Uni-
versity of Virginia. Only 16 people from the 30-per-
son roster will attend the Nationals. 
HU Choir On The Move 
The Howard University Choir, which comprises of students and alumni, appeared live on "Good Morn-
ing America" last Wednesday. The hostess of "Good Morning America," Diane Sawyer, referred to the 
choir as "God's alarm clock." 
In September, the choir traveled to Caracas, Venezuela to participate in an International Choir Festi-
val. Currently, they are preparing for a trip to Las Vegas to participate in the "Las Vegas Vocal Extrava-
ganza in Black." In mid-April the choir will perform in Chicago, and at the end of April they will leave 
for a two-week tour of Germany and Switzerland with the Chicago Sifonietta. At the end of the acade-
mic year the choir will travel to Gabon, Africa. 
-PIERRE HALL 
File Photo 
Howard University's History department named Dr. Ibrahim K. Sundiata its new chair. 
CAMPUS BRIEFS 
HU to Develop a Caribbean Studies Program 
Plans to develop an interdisciplinary Caribbean Studies Program and Howard University are now under-
way. To spearhead these efforts, a one-day conference for strategic planning will be held on Fri., March 12 
in the Ralph Bunche International Affairs Center. The conference's theme is "Developing ll Model for an 
Interdisciplinary Caribbean Studies Program at Howard University." • · 
Sir George Alleyne, director of the Pan-American Health Organization, is the keynote speaker for the con-: ' 
ference. Dr. Alleyne will discuss educational and social implications of Caribbean studies for the health ' 
field. Other speakers for the conference are Dr. Ken Boodhoo (Florida International University), Dr. Thel-
ma Thompson (Interim Vice-Provost of Academic Affairs, Norfolk State University) and Dr. C.0. Trouth 
(Professor of Physiology, Howard University). They will address issues of curriculum, program develop-
ment, and funding and research initiatives for a Caribbean Studies program. 
The conference begins at 8:45 a.m. with registration and coffee, and ends at 4 p.m. Dr. Alleyne will speak 
at 9:30 a.m. For further information, call Dr. Evelyn Hawthorne, Department of English, Ext. 6-4221. 
Support for this event comes from The Fund for Academic Excellence, Office of the Provost, Howard 
University. Students and the public are welcome. 
1999 Religious Emphasis Week Leadership Series 
March 7 
11 a.m. Sunday Morning Worship- Dr., Dennis Proctor, Pastor, Pennsylvania Avenue AME Church, MD 
7 p.m. Duke Ellington Anniversary Celebration- Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel 
March 8-12 
8 a.m. University Morning Prayer- Ram<ln Chapel 
12 p.m. University Noon Day Prayer- Rankin Chapel • 
3 p.m. Panel Discussions: Leadership in Religion; Media; and Healthcare- Blackburn Forum 
7 p.m. Lectures & Worship Services- Rankin Chapel 
March 10 
5 p.m. "The Ins and Outs of Hip Hop"• A Word From Young Leaders- Blackburn Auditorium 
7 p.m. Brand Nubian in Concert• Conscious Raising Hip-Hop- Cramton Auditorium 
March 13 
7:30 p.m. Tambourines to Glory- A Langston Hughes Play- Ira Aldridge Theater 
March 14 
11 a.m. Sunday Morning Worship- Dr. Frederick G. Sampson, Pastor Tabernacle Missionary Baptist 
Church, Mich. 
Speakers Include: 
Dr. Charles Adams, Pastor Hartford Avenue Memorial Baptist Church, Mich. 
Dr. Na'im Akbar, Psychologist, author of "Visions for Black Men," Fla. 
Dr. Jo Aun Browning, Co-Pastor, Ebenezer AME Church, Md. 
Dr. Alvin 0. Jackson, Senior Minister, National City Christian Church, D.C. 
Sister Souljah. Hip Hop artist, activist, author of "No Disrespect", N.Y. 
Dr. Walter Thomas, Pastor, New Psalmist Baptist Church, Md. . 
* Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Truth & Reconciliation Commission, South Africa 
*Iman Siraj Wahaj, Masjid Taqwa, N. Y. 
* Speakers not yet confirmed 
For more information contact the Office of the Dean of the Dean of Chapel (202) 806-7280 
-Compiled by Staff Writer Aprill Q Turner, Campus Briefs run weekly in the Cantpus section of The Hill-
top and must be delivered, faxed, or e-mailed to the newspaper no later than 5 p.,n. Monday. The Hilltop is 
located on the Plaza level of the Plaza Towers West, the fax number is 202.806.4758 and the e-mail address 
is thehilltop@hotmail.com. 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: 
APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1999-00 STAFF OF MANAGING EDITORS 
SECTION EDITORS 
REPORTERS 
COLUMNISTS 
FREE-LANCE WRITERS 
COPY EDITORS 
CARTOONISTS 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS 
ONLINE EDITOR 
ARE NOWAVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT 
ACTIVITIES IN BLACKBURN CENTER. THE 
DEADLINE FOR ALL APPLICATIONS IS 
WEDNESDAY MARCH 17@ 5 PM 
• 
FRESHMAN AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
ENCOURAGED TO APPLY. 
FOR MORE INFORMATibN, EMAIL 
AprillT@aol.com 
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_Turner Named 1999-2000 Hilltop Editor 
By IRA P ORTER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Aprill 0. Turner, a junior legal commu-
nications major, was recently named edi-
tor-in-chief of Tl,e flil/rop for 1bc 1999-
2000 school year. Turner is curren1Jy the 
Campus edi1or of the newspaper. 
Her selection by the Hilltop Policy 
Board marks 1he first lime in more than a 
decade that a non-journalism major has 
been named cdi1or-in-chief. But Turner, a 
• St. Petersburg, Fla. na1ive, who began her 
journey in journalism in high school. said 
she enjoys writing and i1 can be used in 
many professions. 
"I don'I believe you have 10 be a jour-
nalism major 10 be a jo11rnalis1," the 20-
• year-old said. "Any profession you do, 
you have to know how 10 write." She said 
she plans to anend law school. 
Turner, who was selected from a group 
of 1hree candidates. began her career at 
The Hilltop her freshman year. when she 
wrote for the National and Local sec-
tions. At the end of the 1996-97 school 
year, she received 1he newspaper's "Perry 
Ncwbee Freshman Sensation Award," a 
recognition of excellence in journalism 
for freshmen staff wrilers. 
1hrner has had oppor1uni1ics 10 gain 
experience in the field of journalism 
early on. 
During her sophomore year a1 Howard. 
Turner, who served as edi1or-in-chief of 
her high school newspaper, served as a 
Hil ltop free-lance writer and as the 
HUSA spokeswoman. She also served as 
a sports reporting intern at The St. Peters-
burg Times in St. Petersburg. Fla. 
Jason T. Smith. editor of the 11:mpo sec-
tion, who served as co-edi1or of the cam-
pus sec1ion last semcs1er. described Turn-
er as a very competent person for the job. 
"She is definitely a driven person,'' he 
said. "It's clearly evident in her work." 
Smith said tha1. on deadline nights 
when compu1ers crash, Mories are lost 
and people start snapping at each other 
"she is still able to maintain an air of 
calmness whi le everyone else is frazzled. 
! don't know where it comes from, but 
there's definitely a passion [for her work) 
there,'' he said. 
Nicole Tong. a writer for The Hil/rop. 
says that Turner is encouraging to the 
younger writers. 
"She's so dedicated," she said. "She 
always encourages me, like, 'Nicole, you 
can do i1."' Tong 1alkcd about a recent sit-
uation when she had to write a s1ory on 
deadline and she had not spoken to her 
source yc1. " I said, :-'lprill. I do11'1 have 
any information and I've been calling 
him all day' and she just said, 'Thai's 
okay: I' II gel lhe background informa-
tion."' 
Turner's job for next semester must stan 
now. 
"I've got to get on the ball with hiring 
for next semester," Turner said. One of 
the things Turner said she is going to do 
next year is invite more gradua1e students 
and first-year students to write for the 
paper. Turner also plans 10 hire more edi-
1ors. "! think an extra set of eyes will help 
us alleviate problems." she said. 
Smith saidThe Hilltop will benefit from 
Turner's leadership. 
·11,c ,tudents arc going to benefit from 
Aprill as editor because she's one of the 
people 1he Sludcnts C3n COUil! on 10 lell 
the siories 1hat affec1 the s1udems," Smith 
said, " I would sec her as a supporter on 
hard issues." 
Smith recalled covering a story at the 
beginning of the school year that didn't 
get a 101 of support in 1hc newsroom. 
"I had 10 do 1he story. But there were a 
IOI of people who didn'I want to sec me 
wrile the s1ory," Smilh said, "I could 
count on Aprill; ,he thought it was a 
story on the mind\ of the students." 
"She was one of the only ones who 
said. 'You did a good job: 1hat story was 
key."' 
Award to Combs Stirs Debate Elections '99 at a Glance 
,COMBS from Al 
Graduate Trus1ee Randy Short said 
there arc more deserving alumni 1han 
Combs who should honor a1 Charier 
Day and tha1 many have been over-
looked. 
' I think that Howard has a neglec1-
ed great heroes 1hat meri1 our honor 
more than Mr. Combs. If anyone were 
asked whal best represents the glory 
of Howard and our freedom struggle. 
nobody would cite Puffy Combs.' 
Short said. 
Undergraduale Trus1ee Jonathan 
Hutto says tha1 a Charier Day hon-
oree should speak 101he University's 
mission. 
"The issue is 001 whe1her Sean 
Combs or the 01her awardecs should 
be awarded. The issue is whe1her 
1hey're individuals who speak more 
directly 10 our core values. mission 
and vision as an ins1itution." Hu110 
said. 
"The vision and mission of our 
ms1i1mion speaks of producing dis-
tinguished and compassiona1e grnd-
ua1es who seek solu1ions 10 human 
and social problems 1hroughou1 the 
world," Hullo added. 
Not all studen1s shared 1he same 
view concerning the recogni1ion of 
Combs. 
Danele Riddick, a sophomore radi-
ation therapy major, believes Combs 
desen·es 1he recognition. 
"Although he's not an alumni he did 
atlend Howard University. He has 
come along way and therefore be 
should be honored," 1he 19-year-old 
Riddick said. 
Combs· music contribu1ion has 
won him 1wo Grammy awards. two 
consecuth-e ASCAP Songwri1er of 
the Year awards. and Soul Train's 
1998 Sammy Davis Jr. Award for 
Emeriainer of the Year. He has also 
held 1he number-one spo1 on Bill-
board's Ho1 100 singles chans. 
accouming for more than 40 percen1 
of 1997's I0P hi1s. 
Combs is mos1 famous for his work 
with the Ja1e Chris1opher Wallace. 
also known as 1he rapper No1orious 
B.l.G., who was murdered in 1997. 
11:lephone calls IO Bad Boy En1er-
tainment seeking commen1 were 001 
relurned. 
HUSA Primary 
Run-off election scheduled for Wednesday 
Students React to Lewinsky Interview 
UNITY 2000 Slate: Marilyn Hoosen and Q. 'lerah 
Jackson 3d recehed 724 votes. 
Vision Millennium slate: Chnnning Ha" kins nnd 
Gio,-anna To) lor received 585 ,-otes. 
REACTION from Al 
From dormi1ory rooms 10 apar1-
men1s around 1he ci1y, many Howard 
students wa1ched 1he Lewinsky in1er-
vicw. 
Toke junior management major Tom-
mie R. Mickle. 
'The whole inlerview was informa-
tive. and it closed the door on the 
whole Clin1on scandal." Mickle said. 
As far as the actual se.,ual episodes 
involving her and Clinion. Lewinsky 
showed she s1ill had strong, loving 
feelings for the president. Describing 
1he president as her "sexual sou l-
mate." Lewinsky said she thinks Clin-
1on is a "very sensual man who has a 
lot of sensual feelings." 
Mickle described Lewinsky as a 
"very confused person who ha.~ a 101 
of growing up to do, she's very imma-
ture. 
"l don'I look down on her. because 
I seriously believe she was 1aken 
advantage of." Mickle ,aid. 
Lewinsky said she never wants 10 
see Clinton again. and tha1 she "feels 
sick" when she sees him on 1elevision. 
Whal's more, Lewinsky said she foll 
Clinton should have shown more 
restraint and left the relationship as a 
flirtation. 
Af1er the interview aired. Wallers hil 
the late-night 1alk show circui1. airing 
her 1hough1s on the in1erview. 
··1 canno1 believe tha1 after the 1hings 
she must know she can love him no 
maner what," said Walters. 
"It's her own fauh. She should have 
kepi her business to herself, and she 
should never have !rusted Linda 
Tripp," said Danele Riddick. a 19-
year-old sophomore radia1ion therapy 
major. who said she wa1chcd the inter-
view because "ii was 1he firs1 time I 
had the chance 10 hear her speak." 
Many analysis also expressed con-
cerned abou1 the political fallou1 of 
the inierview. 
A u1hor Joe Klein said America ·s 
relationship wi1h polilicians has 
changed for 1hc wors1 af1er the inci-
dem. and 1hn1 1he lives of public fig-
ures are like s1Uff of fiction. 
Perhaps 1he mos1 popular piece of 
informalion during the eniire scandal 
I 
• 
was regarding the infamous siained 
blue dress. which was said 10 be saved 
as a souvenir by Lewinsky. She imme-
diately rejec1ed that no1ion. She also 
dismissed the belief that presidential 
aide Vernon Jordan. a member of 
Howard Universi1y·s Board of 
Trus1ces. had knowledge of the affair. 
During 1he interview, Lewiru,ky dis-
missed se,eraJ rumors that h.ive raged 
through 1abloids both here and 
abroad. One rumor 1hat nickered 
through tabloids throughout Israel. 
sugges1ed 1hat Lewinsky served as an 
Israeli spy during alleged phone-sex 
coversaiions. That rumor was also 
dismissed. 
Many people held "Monica parties," 
and a USA Today poll revealed 1ha1 70 
percen1 of those questioned are very 
or somewha1 un,ympa1hc1ic 1oward 
Lewinsky. 
Lewinsky has yet another chance 10 
tell all when she sits down wi1h 
Brirnin's Channel 4 for a paid inlet• 
view. 
Graduate 'frustee 
Che' Sayles rcceh'l'd 258 ,1>tes. 
Undergraduate 'frustee 
Louis Sterling receh'l'd 865 ,otes. 
~.tn-:---- - (Best Selling Car ln History) 
-------
---- C- Get A Well Equ1pp (NowYou an 
\i 
. TOYOT~} c.vc-Y'~dt>~ .. 
See-f\J I The '99 
Toy.52.t w.s 6 t .Your-
• 
0r~!i~~~:~::son or '99 
- . 
Corolla eq~l~fe<l with options pa<:Eg~ vs. 
com.2arably ~uippcd--'98"C"orolla. Corolla 
is tlie best selling car in history,,b •:as:ed~o:'.'.n~-::~~r,7-;.--:--
worldwide safr.s figures. ___ -
---- ,--
1 
MORE CAR FOR LESS MONE)' \S SMA~1 ~ (No Matter What Your Ma3or) ~ /~~ 
-.. -.:'llo 
--- ~'T. 
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ENE L ANDATORY EGIST 
FOR ALL 
ONDAY, ARCH - RIDAY, PRIL 
With the implementation of BANNER, Howard University's new integrated student information 
' 
system, the University is pleased to off er extended hours for General Mandatory Registration 
(GMR). GMR will be available 6AM-12 midnight every day during the 29 March-9 April period. 
To register using HU B.I.S.O.N., call 202-806-4537 according to the schedule that follows. For 
assistance using HU ·B.I.S.O.N., please call 202-806-2700, Monday-Friday, 8:30AM-5PM. 
SCHEDULE 
Day Date Classification * 
Monday 29 March Seniors 
Tuesday 30 March Juniors 
Wednesday 31 March Sophomores 
Thursday 1 April - Freshmen 
Friday 2 April Freshmen and Grad11ate and 
Professional Students 
Saturday 3 April All Students 
Sunday ' 4 April All Students 
Monday 5 April Seniors and Unclassified Students 
Tuesday 6 April All Students 
Wednesday . 7 April All Students 
Thursday 8 April All Students 
Friday 9 April All Students 
* If you are not sure of your official classification, please contact Enrollment 
Management/Records (202-806-2712), Room 104 ''A'' Building. 
♦ See academic advisor for discussion and approval of proposed cou1·se selections. 
♦ Reduce possible waiting time by calling on your reserved date. 
-
♦ Obtain printouts Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday,9AM-3PM and Wednesday, 9AM-
6PM in Lower Level Cramton Auditorium, 29-31 March, 1-2 April, and 5-12 April. 
Instructions for using HU B.I.S.O.N. will be published in a future issue of The Hilltop. 
' 
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·- APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1999-00 STAFF OF 
I 
ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT 
ACTIVITIES IN BLACKBURN CENTER. THE 
DEADLINE FOR ALL APPLJCATIONS IS 
WEDNESDAY MARCH 17 @ 5 PM 
. , 
. -POSITIONS AVAILABLE: 
MANAGING EDITORS 
.· SECTION EDITORS 
REPORTERS 
COLUMNISTS 
FREE-LANCE WRITE.RS 
COPY EDITORS 
I 
CARTOONISTS 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS 
. ONLINE EDITOR 
FRESHMAN AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
ENCOURAGED TO APPLY. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, EMAIL 
AprillT@aol.com , 
! 
T 
AS 
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Volunteers Provide Rides to Customers 
By APRIL DANIELS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Gregory Drew, Sr. has served his community for 
· two years, some days starting at 8 a.m. and return-
ing at 6 p.m. He has volunteered his time to help 
the members of the Northwest community by dri-
ving Customers home from the grocery store. 
"I really enjoy what I do," Drew said. "I provide 
basic services to the community." He said the 
courtesy service he provides has been around for 
years and has been warmly accepted by customers. 
Customers like Sherwood Brown, who has been 
shopping at the Adams Morgan Safeway for years, 
have been very satisfied with the service. "I have 
never had any problems with safety issues with the 
drivers," Brown said as he entered Drew's I 985 
Dodge minivan to get his courtesy ride home. 
"They are very pleasant and helpful and I com-
mend the store for authorizing services to help the 
elderly and those who are without transportation." 
Courtesy drivers are welcome at the Safeway in 
Adams Morgan, said assistant manager Louis 
Carter. He said that, although the management at 
his store is aware of the drivers, they are not 
employees of Safeway. "Customers use the service 
at their own risk," he said. 
Despite the risk, he praises the courtesy drivers. 
"They have built a reputation of quality service and 
have helped generate more revenue for our com-' 
parry," Carter said. "This is a very busy area and 
a lot of customers do not have transportation." 
He said the courtesy driver service adds to the 
overall business of the grocery store. "Customers 
buy more because they have a convenient way to 
transport their merchandise." Some customers 
prefer to travel with courtesy drivers, because 
those drivers do not charge set prices for their ser-
vices. It is illegal for them to develop set prices. 
Of course, contributions from the riders are 
requested. 
"I would choose a courtesy driver over a taxi cab 
any day," said customer Willie Fields. "The service 
is more efficient because it is something that they 
want to do. There are no meters ticking and I can 
make a contribution if! choose to or not [make one 
if I don't choose to]." 
Although courtesy driver services are permitted 
by many local businesses, they are not accepted by 
all. "Courtesy drivers are in no way associated with 
this store," stated a representative at a Giant Food 
store in the northeast. She said that, on several 
occasions, her store has bad to call the police about 
disturbances caused by courtesy drivers. She said 
courtesy drivers around her store argue with each 
other and harass customers. 
"They do not have a license to escort people and 
have no way to compensate people if they were 
ever hurt," she said. That particular Giant Food 
store would prefer customers to use an official taxi 
service. 
The Giant Food representative was not the only 
one who had reservations about the use of cour-
tesy drivers. William Johnson, an off-duty securi-
ty guard for several area stores, shared similar con-
cerns. 
"I would never use the services of a courtesy dri-
ver: they could courtesy drive me anywhere," he 
said. Johnson also said that although the rates of 
taxi cabs are high, his main concern is safety and 
the fact that public transportation can compensate 
riders if something were to happen. "Courtesy dri-
vers are cost efficient and they provide an easier 
route home, but you have to remember: it is at your 
own expense," Johnson said. 
Howard University Works to Heal Wounds 
with LeDroit Park Community 
University Establishes Abandoned Houses Initiative 
By ENJOLI FRANCIS 
and RAFIAH DAVJS 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
Neighbors in the LeDroit Park community have 
been complaining about abandoned homes in their 
neighborhoods for years. Houses owned by the 
University have been allowed to become shelters 
for homeless people and hideouts for drug abusers. 
Their concerns were not met with solutions until 
l 997 when the University decided to do something 
about the abandoned houses. The plan was titled 
the LeDroit Park Initiative. It consisted of a part-
nership with Fannie Mae and a No. I priority of 
renovating of the vacant homes. 
"The houses were eyesores, dangerous and desta-
bili~ing," said Maybelle Taylor Bennett, the Direc-
tor of the Howard University Community Asso-
ciation. She said that now Howard University is 
working to heal the wounds between the Univer-
sity and the community of LeDroit Park by reha-
bilitating the abandoned homes and opening them 
up to families. 
Community activist Lawrence Guyot said the 
University still has a long way to go to improve 
the relationship between it and the community. 
"While Howard is advancing in its architecture, 
it is not advancing in it interpersonal relationship 
' 
with people in the community other than the peo-
ple in those houses," he said. Guyot said the 
LeDroit Park Civics Association had to have a 
hearing in front of the Historic Preservation 
Review Board to stop the University from demol-
ishing property on U Street that held historic sig-
nificance for the community. Then, the Universi-
ty had to be ordered not to use cheap materials 
when building the houses, said Guyot. 
The University also committed itself to starting 
a community advisory commission in which rep-
resentatives from community organizations and 
the University would be able come together and 
discuss Howard's plans for the neighborhood and 
the concerns of the neighbors, said Tony Norman, 
chairman of the community committee on Howard 
University. He and Guyot agree that the commit-
tee would resolve a lot of issues. 
"We need to dialogue with each other instead of 
waiting to get to a hearing to fight things out," Nor-
man said. 
Representatives from the University's student 
government would also be allowed to sit on the 
committee. Guyot often praises student leaders for 
their activism in the community. 
"The student association has been a prime sup-
porter of the community," he said. 
The University renovated 28 houses, and built 17 
' 
0L111ded i 11 1884, the 
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tl1e \Vorld. 
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■ ■ 
more. Twenty-one homes have already been sold. 
The new houses were first offered to the employ-
ees of the University. Later, offers were extended 
to municipal workers such as firefighters, police 
officers and teachers. The homes are now avail-
able to the general public. 
Prospective residents have to meet certain crite-
ria. Bennett said that the new home must be the 
primary place of residence for five years, and the 
homeowner cannot make more than $100,000. The 
starting price for the houses is $89,000. 
In addition to these homes, Bennett said the Uni-
versity was in the process of contacting property 
owners who have abandoned buildings in the area. 
The administration hopes to be able to renovate 
these homes and rent them out. 
With members of Howard living as residents in 
the com1nunity, Bennett said the rift between the 
University and the community will be mended. 
"There won't be this 'we and them,"' she said. 
Guyot said the community is willing to bury the 
tension between itself and the University as long 
as the University is willing to treat the residents 
as equals. "Rebuilding houses can not be substi-
tuted for mutual concern or mutual respect," he 
said. 
Washin ..... ton, DC, March 27 
ltK':::· . 
.. ~ 800-463-8990 
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New York, NY lfl016 
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THE CITY BRIEFS 
RED CROSS MONTH 
The American Red Cross , a vol-
unteer-led organization which pro-
vides blood, disaster relief and 
other emergency services to peo-
ple in need, has dubbed March 
"Red Cross Month," and during 
the month, the Red Cross will con-
duct family safety activities, CPR 
training and special events. 
The seven Red Cross chapters in 
the metropolitan. area will host 
community evenis throughout the 
month. 
For more i.nformation call your 
local Red Cross chapter. 
WALK AGAINST A PRISON 
The Ward 8 Coalition organized 
a "Walk Against a Ward 8 Prison" 
last week, in protest of the propo-
sition to build a privatized jail in 
the Ward. 
The walk began at Leckie Ele-
mentary School, Chesapeake and 
Martin Luther King Avenue in 
Southwest, and ended at the Oxon 
Cove area of Ward 8, the proposed 
site for the jail. 
In 1997, The Corrections Corpo-
ration of America proposed the 
building of the jail in the Ward. 
Upon gaining knowledge of the 
proposal, the community issued a 
statement saying that it is wary of 
the (CCA), because of its 
Youngstown, Ohio facility, which 
the community said was plagued 
with murders, escapes and rapes. 
The Ward 8 Coalition supports 
using the site for recreational pur-
poses proposed by the Department 
of Interior. 
MAYOR'S NIGHT IN 
Mayor Anthony A. Williams met 
with District residents last week in 
an event dubbed "The Mayor's 
Night In." The affair was held at 
the Garfield Elementary School in 
Southeast D.C. 
A lottery determined who would 
meet with the mayor. The hour-
and-a-half event allowed chosen 
residents to voice their concerns 
and views about District govern-
ment. Each resident received 10 
minutes to share what was on his 
mind. 
CHILD WELFARE 
CONFERENCE 
Child Welfare League of Amer 
ica held its national conference last 
week. This year's conference was 
called "Children '99: Countdown 
to 
the Millennium," and was held at 
The Grand Hyatt Hotel on I 000 H 
Street in Northwest D.C. 
The three-day event attracted a 
large crowd of child welfare pro-
fessionals to listen to such speak.-
ers as director of the Office of 
National Drug Policy Chief Barry 
McCaffrey. The conference held 
workshops that focused on ways to 
more effectively help families in 
the child welfare system who are 
affected by drug and alcohol 
abuse-families which make up 
80 percent of the families in the 
child welfare system. 
Also, Gang Expert Arturo Her-
nandez, author of Peace in the 
Streets: Breaking the Cycle of 
Gang Violence, gave a luncheon 
speech on eight steps to a gang-free 
community. 
ILLEGAL CONSTRUCTION 
IN GEORGETOWN 
A Georgetown property owner 
could be facing criminal prosecu-
tion for destroying an historic 
structure. Last week, Hossein Shir-
vani of McLean, Va. was served 
with a Notice of Violation and 
Order to Abate Violations by the 
Departo1ent of Consumer and Reg-
ulatory Affairs (DCRA). 
Shirvani is the owner of a prop-
erty on 3015 M Street, Northwest. 
In August, he was issued a permit 
to construct an addition to the rear 
of his historic property, provided 
that he preserve a carriage house 
which was said to contribute to the 
historic nature of the place. A year 
later, DCRA issued a stop work 
order when they found that the his-
toric structure that he was sup-
posed to preserve had been demol-
ished. 
DCRA has given Shirvani three 
months to demolish portions of 
the three-story structure that he 
had been building and six months 
to rebuild the carriage house. Shir-
vani could be subject to criminal 
prosecution or a civil infraction 
fine of $500 a day. 
Compiled by Hilltop Staff Writer 
Rafiah Davis. 
There's a whole world 
out there! 
Explore it with Contiki-
The # I tour . for 18-35 year olds 
FLIGHTS: IAD-LHR $260 
TOURS: (All tours are through Contiki Tours. 
lq I 2 
All tours start in London, and 
don't include flights.) 
European Wonder ... 
8 DAY TOUR OF 4 COUNTRtES 
t •• 
$565 
European Discovery ... 
14 DAY TOUR OF 9 COUNTRIES 
$1095 
European Encounter ... 
18 DAY TOUR OF I I COUNTRIES 
$1375 
Cclt111c:il Travel 
Council on International 
Educational Exchange 
330 I M Street. N.W. 
Washington, DC 20007 
Phone: 202-337-6464 
· w w w • co u n c· i l t rave L • com 
• • 
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Eve 
On The 
Diaspora 
News from Around the World 
THE AMERIC.NS 
GUATEl\-lALA CITY-The independent Histor-
1cal Clarification Commission repone.d Feb. 16 thal 
the United States gave money and training to J 
puatemalan military that commilled '·Acts of Geno-
cide" against the Mayan people. The aid was give~ 
kh!ring Guatemala's 36-year civil war whicb killed 5 
fstimate of more than 200,000 people. The civil war, 
which began in 1960. pilled a rightist, military-con-
trolled government against a classic Latin American 
/eft-wing insurgency. Due to a peace accord super-
~ by the United Nations, the civil war ended in 
~996. 
ATLANTA-James Chip Charter IIl, former U.S. 
President Jimmy Carter's son, hopes Iran will grant 
him a visa for a May visit. Carter lII scheduled a pri 
kte trip of 50 U.S. delegates. including 25 former P.,S. Peace Corps Volunteers stationed in Iran during 
pie 1960s and in 1976. The visit is said to be a cufj 
piraJ one to Tuhran from May 21 to June 2. Carter m 
has not applied for a visa yet. and Iran Foreign Min, 
istry Officials are saying that Carter will not gain a 
visa because of his father's past history with Iran. 
Carter m stated that ifhe is not granted the visa, the 
delegates will still go and conduct their studies. 
MIAMI-Cuba's government made a decision to 
cut phone links operated by AT&T, MCI. LDDS 
Communications and WILTEL because they didn't 
pay bills to the government. Carriers Sprint and 
~I of Puerto Rico were not affected because they 
paid their bills. The five U.S. carriers were asked to 
pay $19 million to ETECSA, Cuba's state-run tele-
phone company. 
EUROPE 
LANDECK, Austria-A series of avalanches 
~ through a valley in Western Austria. killing 
/35 people. Rescue teams are digging through snowy 
rrcckage, looking for missing people. So far, the 
~nternational Airbridge of Austria, Germany and 
~
wit:zerland and the U.S. helicopters are ferrying peo-
lc stranded in endangered villages in the 'fyrol 
gion. The U.S. Black Hawk poured 30,000 people 
out of the area. The avalanche was the most severe 
Central Europe has seen this winter, and one of the 
snowiest in 50 years. 
MIDDLE EAST 
TEHRAN, Iran-A local election was held in Iran 
b. 26 as part of an ambitious political reform fos• 
ered by President Mohammed Khatami 10 chal-
lenge the centralized grip of the conservative cleri-
cal establishment. Almost 300,000candidates-from 
clean-shaven aristocrats in ties to bearded Islamic rev-
olutionaries and Western-trained yuppies-are vying 
for 197,000 seats on village, town and city councils 
in what officials have billed as Iran's biggest exper• 
imcnt in grass-roots democracy and decentralization. 
· In 'Iehran, some 4,200 candidates are competing for 
• IS seat~. 
JERUSALEM-February 18. an Israeli Supreme 
Court ruled that 18-year-old Samuel Sheinbein, who 
was charged with murder in Maryland, should be 
: extradited in Israel because he is a citizen. Sheinbein, 
: an American Jewish teenager, fled to Israel in Sep-
: tember 1997 after killing an individual. Sbeinbein's 
: appeal came after Jerusalem District Court ruled last 
.year that Sheinbein should be extradited despite his 
citizenship because he had not lived in Israel and bad 
pot maintained close ties with Israel. In 1950, Shein-
. bein's father immigrated to the U.S. from Israel. 
• However. a 1978 Israeli law states that citizens of 
: Israel cannot be extradited to stand trial abroad. The 
: law reflected the view that Jews should not be hand-
; ed over to gentile courts because they might face an 
unfair trial. 
AFRICA 
ADDIA ABABA, Ethiopia-An Eritrean Mig-29 
: was shot down by an Ethiopian war plane in a dog-
; pgbt over the disputed western border. where fierce 
• ground fighting raged for three consecutive days. The 
plane was brought down over the Bad me front, 6,000 
miles north of the capital. Addis Ababa. Ethiopia and 
i Eritrea are contesting parts of the 620-mile borde~ 
: that were never demarcated after Eritrea won inde-
: r°dence from Ethiopia in 1993. 
: JOHANNESBURG, South Africa-The United 
• Nations' mission in Angola prepared Feb. 26 fo~ 
; ~tbdrawal. An exit will be the latest in a series o~ 
~ withdrawals from African ,yars, including with-
llrawaJ from Somalia and Rwanda which under-
; ~the organization's credibility. Angola's oper-
: lion is described by UN officials as the most 
: mportant peacekeeping mission in Africa. UN with• 
: means the end of a $15 billion, five-y9 
: ~empt to uphold a 1994 Lusaka Protocol Peace 
• 
!Accord. This accord tries to end more than two 
of civil war. 
-Compiled from wire services by Staff Write) 
atalle Reid. 
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Group Gathers to Muster 
Supp.ort for Mumia Abu-Jamal 
By LYNN SIMMONDS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Many individuals and organizations 
advanced to help death row prisoner 
Mumia Abu-Jamal fight for a new trial to 
gain his freedom at a meeting in Howard 
University's Undergraduate Library host-
ed by the D.C. chapter of International 
Concerned Friends and Family of Mumia 
Abu-Jamal. 
A member of the Black Panther Party, 
Abu-Jamal, while a teenager, became a_ 
radio journalist. He served as founder and 
president for the Association ofBlack Jour-
nalists in Philadelphia. Convicted of killing 
a police officer in Philadelphia in 1981, 
Abu-Jamal has been on death row in the 
state of Pennsylvania for 18 years. How-
ever, many organizations think the convic• 
tion was unjust for the journalist and 
activist who was against racism and police 
brutality. 
In the early morning hours on Dec. 9, 
1981, Abu-Jamal allegedly saw his broth-
er being stopped by the police, so he 
stopped also. Soon after, the officer, Daniel 
Faulkner, was shot and kiUed. As Abu• 
Jamal approached to help him, he was also 
shot. Allegedly, the shooter fled. The offi-
cer died and Abu-Jamal was charged with 
the murder. Faulkner was shot with a .44 
caliber gun; however. the gun found on 
Abu-Jamal was a .38 caliber. Some wit-
nesses from the original trial have recant-
ed their testimony, stating that they were 
intimidated by the police. 
Many organizations and musical per-
formers have banded together to support 
Abu-Jamal in his struggle for a new trial. 
Campaign to End the Death Penalty, Crit• 
ical Resistance, Academics for Mumia, 
People's Video Network, National Afrikan 
Liberation Front. New York Free Mumia 
Coalition and Million Woman March 
National and Universal Movement are 
some of the many groups coming together 
10 help his cause. 
"Hip-hop artists such as KRS-1, Busta 
Rhymes, and The Roots have ~upported 
Abu-Jamal by selling up booths with infor-
mation on the prisoner at their concerts," 
said Sabrina Green. a member of interna-
tional Concerned Friends and Family of 
Mumia Abu-Jamal, the D.C. Chapter. The 
Source, a hip-hop culture magazine, has 
also devoted articles to the issue. 
Howard University Ph.D. candillate Chris 
1 Clement said he thinks the lack of activism 
on campus should be of more concern to 
student government. "NeviUe should be 
held accountable for saying activism should 
be higher," be said of HUSA president 
Neville Welch. "One of his platform issues 
was 10 bring activism back to HU-and he 
hasn't done that." 
Clement says he has tried contacting 
HUSA to sponsor a bus so that students can 
participate in a rally. He has not yet received 
a response. The raHy is to be held in 
Philadelphia and San Francisco oo Abu• 
Jamal's birthday, April 24. 
No one was available at the HUSA office 
for comment. 
Globalization Discussed at Symposillm 
By N ATALIE REID 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Decked with maps from around the globe, 
Howard University's Armour J. Blackburn 
Center this week became the forum for a 
symposium on the economic crisis facing 
many nations. 
The symposium hosted 11 diplomats, all 
of whom talked about various economic 
issues facing their countries, and how 
regional economic organizations have 
helped relieve the financial burden on 
smaller nations. 
Argentine diplomat Diego Ramiro Guelar, 
in an interview, said that four factors are 
playing an increasingly major role in glob• 
alization: the North American Free Trade 
Agreement [NAFTA], the emergence of 
the European Union, Japan and China. 
"These four actors are capable of com• 
peting because their domestic markets are 
stable and the currency is strong.'' Guelar 
said. 
A Guyanan government representative 
said this week that exportation ofthe South 
American nation's major exports, such as 
sugar, had an 8 percent increase, while rice 
bad a one percent increase. 
Namibia praised the South African States 
Department's Economic Coupe ISADEC] 
for helping boost that nation out of its cur-
rent economic crisis, which is affecting 
domestic issues, said a Namibian govern-
ment representative. 
A major organization aiming to curb the 
economic problems in Asia is the Asian-
Pacific Economic Cooperation, or APEC. 
This multi -nation forum attempts to 
strengthen the Asian market and create 
open trade with the U.S. 
APEC Ambassador John Wolf said that 
"globalization is a crisis without prece-
dent, which is an evolutionary change." 
adding that globalization teacbs the lesson 
of a multi-lateral economic system. 
"Regional Globalization is a transitional 
stage to be managed, and needs action to be 
taken at a global level because regional 
economic blocs can not manage the econ-
omy's needs," said Jamaica's Ambassador. 
Richard Bernal. 
Durig the symposium, Israeli Ambas-
sador Zalman Shoval said that globalization 
can be viewed from a political and social 
perspective. 
'Politically, globalization can increase the 
general product of all countries if the gov-
ernments develop new international rules," 
Shoval said. 
"These rules need to be binding so that the 
problems of global economic crisis are 
dealt with in an integrated fashion by coun-
tries throughout the world.'' Shoval added. 
Legislators Propose Bill to Preserve Law School Aid 
By J AMES Y. STERN 
The Harvard Crimson 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - 'Iwo Capitol 
Hill lawmakers are stepping in to resolve a 
clash between military 
recruiters and the nation's law schools. 
They propose to repeal a law that cuts fed-
eral financial aid to schools that banned 
mi litary recruite_rs from their campuses. 
Representatives Barney Frank (D-Mass.), 
and 
Thomas J. Campbell (R-Calif.)are prepar• 
ing to introduce legislation that. would 
repeal part of the "Solomon Amendment," 
which was passed last year and withholds 
federal funding from colleges and uni• 
versities that bar military recruiters due 10 
the military's discrimination against gays. 
Currently, Harvard Law School does not 
allow military recruiters to use its career 
services center. 
but they are not barred from campus com-
pletely. It was unclear by Hilltop presstime 
Wednesday whether Howard Universityis 
School of Law barred military recruiters. 
The Pentagon sent a letter to Harvard 
Law School last fall claiming the schoolls 
policies should trigger a funding loss 
under the Solomon amendment. but after 
explaining its policy 10 the 
Defense Department, the school was let 
off the hook. a law school spokesman said. 
But the amendment did force the "great 
majority" of Association of American Law 
Schools members, To change their policies. 
according 
Carl C. Monk, executive director of 
AALS. 
The AALS requires its members to adopt 
non-discrimination policies, but the mil-
itary forbids homosexuals from serving. To 
avoid violating the non-discrimination 
clause, many schools limited the presence 
of military recruiters on their campuses. 
The Solomon Amendment forced many 
schools to bend their rules with the threat 
of losing federal funds, including Pell 
Grants and Stafford Loans, according to 
Campbell's office. ' 'It's a terrible choice to 
make the law schools make." Frank said. 
"They have to choose between their prin-
ciples and aid for their students." 
The Campbell-Frank amendment. which 
will be introduced in the coming weeks. is 
designed to preser\'e federal 
financial aid for students at schools that 
ban military recruiters. 
Even though Harvardfs law school has not 
had to alter its policies. 
a spokesman said he is "hopeful Jhat the 
Solomon Amendment 
will be altered.'' a sentiment echoed by 
Monk. who said the Solomon Amendment 
"serves no legitimate purpose at all." 
Gerald B.H. Solomon. the now-retired 
New York Republican representative who 
authored the amendment that now bears his 
Support to Honor Activists Rises 
name, disagrees. "If there are i.nstitutions 
willing to accept the dollars of the federal 
government, it seems hypocritical to stiff-
arm that branch of the government that pro-
tects society," said William R. Tuator. a 
spokesperson for 
Solomon. Teator added that Solomon did 
001 intend his legislation to limit financial 
aid 10 students. He cautioned, however, that 
universities might be looking for a "loop-
hole" to exploit in an attempt to repeal the 
entire amendment, which also withholds 
defense department grants from offending 
universities. Frank was unwilling to predict 
the bill's ultimate success, which will 
depend, he said, on the law schools' lob-
bying efforts. 
ACTIVISTS , from Al 
University should honor Farmer and Tore. 
'Howard University is indeed fortunate 10 
count amongst its contributions to the freedom 
struggle two extraordinary human begins, the late 
Kwame Ture and James Farmer. 1n very differ-
ent ways these men made important contributions 
to the freedom struggle," Bond said. 'They ought 
to be honored and remembered by Howard Uni-
versity, indeed the entire the world. 
Minister of the Black Panther Party. A fearless 
scholar who fought for what he believed in. Tore 
was arrested more than 30 times over the past 30 
years. 
Elaine Jones, President of the Legal Defense 
and Education Fund is also in support of the hon-
oring. 
"I agree that Farmer and Tore should be hon-
ored ten thousand percrnt," said Jones. 
Rev. C.T .Vivian. a longtime friend of Farmer 
and participant in the civil rights movement, 
wholeheartedly supports the honoring of Farmer. 
' It has come 10 my attention that Howard Uni-
versity may fina ll y properly honor James 
Farmer,' Vivian said. • James Farmer is truly one 
of the greats. he is one of the rare gems of our time 
and of our cultu.re. Without him the non-violent 
struggles would not have taken place as quickly 
or as done as well." 
Live in 
New York City 
This Summer 
Farmer and n,re are graduates of Howard Uni• 
versity. Farmer graduated in 1941 in what was 
then the· Howard University School of Religion. 
Tore graduated in l 964 with a degree in philos-
ophy. Both have contributed 10 the civil rights 
struggle. 
Farmer. who resides in Fredericksburg, Va., is 
now blind and has lost both of his legs 10 diabetes. 
He is also a professor emeritus of Mary Wash-
ington University. Among his many contributions. 
Farmer formed the Congress on Racial Equality 
and organized several sit-ins and boycolls across 
the northeastern United States. According to 
Farmer, who already has been awarded 24 hon-
orary degrees from various institutions, an hon-
orary degree from his own institution would be 
meaningful. Farmer was also presented with a 
Presidential Medal of Honor from President Clin-
ton last year. 
Tore, who is formerly known as Stokley 
Carmichael, passed away in November. He was 
the voice that gave new meaning to the phrase 
' Black Power.• He led the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, and later became Prime 
Vivian said the honor didn't come at a better 
time. 
'When we think of the possibilities of this, and 
what it means for a man who may be deceased 
shortly. and has been in such bad health, and done 
so much fort his nation and for black people. it is 
truly great." Vivian said. 
Ron Walters, chair of the African-American 
Studies Department at the University Maryland 
agrees that it is important to honor Tore. 
'Kwame Tore is important to the activist tradi-
tion and legacy of Howard University. which 
informs the scholarly enterprise that the organi• 
zation is involved and also has been so important 
to the wider education of the students.'' Walters 
said. 'It is very important to honor such an indi-
vidual for that reason." 
'fransportation Secretary to Speak at Charter Day 
SLATER/rom Al 
W. Harold Flowers Law Soci-
ety Lawyer-Citizen Award. 
The Charter Day program will 
be televised live on WHUR-FM, 
96.3, as well as WHUT-TV, 
Channel 32. 
On Saturday, after the Charter 
Day Ceremony, the festivities 
wiU continue with the Annual 
Charter Day Reception and Din-
ner, to be held at 7 p.m. and 8 
p.m., respectively, in the Wash-
ington Hilton and Towers Hotel. 
At the event. the University 
will honor four alumni for con-
tributions in their respective 
fields: Linda E. Cropp, Chair of 
the Council of the District of 
Columbia; Dr. Irvin D. Reid. 
President of Wayne State Uni• 
versity; Charles DeWitt Watts. 
M.D., Surgeon; and Sean 
"Puffy" Combs, CEO, Bad Boy 
Entertainment. 
--· - ------~ 
NYU Summer I-lousing 
J\i\ay 16- August 7, 1999 
Living in an NYU residence hall offen a 
safe and convenient home base while yoo 
are wortd11g,taklng classes,or doing 
an Internship. 
• Minutes from NewYori<'s buslneu 
and cultural centers. 
• Apartment-style and traditional 
residences; single and double occupancy. 
• Outstanding ~ don facill ty. 
• O'ter 1,000 day and evening courses. 
Apply early to secure a space. 
For more Information, call toll free 
l-800-77 I -4NYU, ext. H46 
Mon,•fri,, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., EST, 
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PARTICIPATING TEAMS 
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*BASEBALL GAMES ARE PLAYED AT: 
.:TOE CANNON STAt>J:UM J:N GLENN BURNI:E. MARYLAND 
TAKE 8A.Lll.MORE-WASHI:t-16iTON PARKWAY TO EXIT #100 (Glenn Burnie); 
TAKE F.IRST EXrr ONTO DORSEY ROAD; 
TAKE F.IRST I EF I AND FOU.OW ROAD TO STAOJ:VM; 
MAKE LEF J AT CHURCH 
STAD:CVM NE NUMBER (410) 222-6652 
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EDITORIALS 
ILLTOP 
Fouruled in 1924 • 
STEVEN M. GRAY, Editor-in-Chief 
KEYA GRAVES, Senior Editorial Editor 
ROCHELL A. BISHOP, Managing Editor 
KEENAN SUARES, Managing Editor 
Entering The Millennium 
With Racism Breeding 
hen James Byrd, Jr. was dragged from 
behind a truck to his death in Jasper, 
Texas by John William King-a self-
proclaimed racist-and two others, it was a clear 
indication that racism is alive and breeding in 
America. Some may believe justice has been 
served since King will die by lethal injection. But 
King said he will die with pride because he will 
go down in history for his heinous act. 
Is justice honestly being served if King goes 
down in history for killing a black man? 
King is getting exactly what he wants-he is say-
ing to the American public that there is honor in 
lynching a black man. The execution of King will 
not bring back an innocent life that was lost, nor 
will it teach others that racist hate crimes are 
wrong. 
Should King be tortured like he and his friends 
tortured Byrd? Who could do that with a smile? 
It's already three months into 1999 and there have 
been several racial incidents in the United States. 
Amadou Diallo, an immigrant New Yorker, was 
shot 41 times by the New York City Police Depart-
ment Feb. 4. 
How many more innocent people will be mur-
dered? 
Doug Tracht, a.k.a. "Greaseman," a disc jockey, 
played a song by Lauryn Hill, who won five 
Grammy awards, and then commented: "No won-
der people drag them behind trucks," in reference 
to the murder of Byrd. The list continues with the, 
Feb. 15 slaying of Amy Robinson, 19, by two 
Texas men who quoted as saying they "picked up 
a couple guns and were to go out and shoot black 
folks." 
Will racism ever die? 
As the millennium approaches, racism has not 
ceased, but it has progressed with massive strides. 
The Intelligence Reports, which documents hate 
crimes, states there are more than 500 hate groups 
that operate in America and the number of white 
supremacist web sites is up by 60 percent. 
• 
Racism is the most powerful and persistent obsta-: 
cle to attaining a just and peaceful society. We as. 
a society must recognize the essential oneness of 
the human race: that all human beings share com-
mon ancestors and all of us share the responsibil-
ity to realize, in our personal and social lives, the' 
oneness of humanity. 
' 
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Forget What lou Heard, Words do Hurt! ers to Ille Edhor 
e all know by now what occurred in the 
small town of Jasper, Texas. A 49-
year-old black male was dragged to 
death by three white self-proclaimed racists. One 
of the men has already been sentenced to the death 
penalty. 
This case shocked the entire nation. 
African Americans really thought it couldn't get 
any worse-until a Washington, D.C. disc jockey, 
the "Greaseman," made a few ill-advised com-
ments. 
It all started after his station played a song by 
Grammy award-winning Hip-hop artist Lauryn 
Hill. His smart remarks following the song ignit-
ed fierce reactions from many people across the 
country. He said, "No wonder they get dragged 
behind trucks." 
The "Greaseman" has made distasteful remarks 
like this before. He also had something to say 
about the Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday. "If five 
more Blacks get killed, they can get a whole week 
off," he said. And that's not all. There are numer-
ous other instances of racist comments made by 
this man. 
He has been fired before. Obviously this is not 
the answer. Losing his job has not and will not 
make him realize that what he said was wrong. He 
thinks a simple apology will heal the wound? 
He will never understand how ignorant his com-
ments were. 
So why did he get hired somewhere else? The . 
answer to that question seems to be that these sta-
tions have no regard for the feelings of other peo-
ple, particularly Blacks. Race is such a sensitive 
issue in this country anyway; why add fuel to the 
fire? Of course, he apologized and said some of 
his best friends were black. Most white people say 
their best friends are black when they're accused 
of being racist-they're just never seen with 
them ... 
This man obviously takes the Jasper tragedy 
lightly as well. He actually tried to justify the kind 
of horrible death that a man experienced because 
of the mere color of his skin. The "Greaseman," 
however, is no worse than former sportscaster 
Jimmy "The Greek," who made some racist 
remarks about black football players in the 80s. He 
was immediately fired. 
So what's next for the "Greaseman?" Well, it is 
hoped not another D.J. job. He did apologize for 
his remarks, but it did not seem sincere. He should 
not be able to work at any radio station, in any city 
in America. A disc jockey's job is to play music 
and entertain, there is a limit. Making fun of a 
painful murder, one motivated by hate and racism, 
is heinous-and should be career-ending. 
But somehow we think his voice will pop up at 
another radio station soon. If so, the "Greaseman" 
incident is just another smack in the face of black 
America. 
Remove The Coons From The Set 
ctor and producer Eddie Murphy is a 
talented man and when he puts posi-
tive energy into his productions, he 
comes out with a hit-as he did with his movies 
Boomerang, Dr. Dolittle and The Nutty Profes-
sor. In these movies, Murphy shows evidence 
that black comedy does not have to portray 
blacks in a negative light or constantly poke fun 
at black culture. 
His latest show, the PJ's, is horrifying. The big 
red juicy lips on the characters are taking 
blacks back to the 1930s, when black-face 
made laughingstocks of the plights of Blacks. 
What is funny about a family living in the "pro-
jects?" 
Murphy should not waste air time with televi-
sion shows that continuously use blacks as the 
object of humor. Humor that addresses issues 
that do not need to be taken lightly in the black 
community, issues like teen pregnancy, drug 
addiction and poverty. 
The "crack addict" is scary looking, and the 
jokes about crime and safety are obscene. There 
are already enough white producers using 
' • 
Blacks as the center of comedy. 
His latest movie is no better than PJ's. Live, 
his most recent work, is about two black men 
on death row who are trying to escape. 
Mnst African An1ericans always be portrayed 
as the Coon who thinks everything is a joke? 
Murphy, are you taking African Americans 
back to the days of Amos 'n' Andy or Good 
Times? Isn't it about time for some change? 
As an African-American artist, Murphy owes 
it to his people to lighten up on the cruel jokes. 
Poverty is a sensitive topic and those living 
through it know that better than anyone else. It's 
time to give Blacks a show they can enjoy--one 
that doesn't cause shame and pain. 
Making money off of another's problems is 
reprehensible. 
Murphy should step away from topics that he 
has no connection with. Has living in Holly-
wood made him lose contact with the problems 
plaguing the black community? 
Has Murphy become desensitized to the prob-
lems facing black America? 
LIFTING THE VEIL OFF HIV 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to the articles 
"The Dangerous and Curable Silence" 
and the "Real Face of HIV" [Hilltop, 
Feb. 19]. At first glance, I didn't want to 
read them. l saw the colorful titles and 
was hesitant. I heard the statistics. I put 
the paper in my backpack and knew I'd 
force myself to read the articles later. 
I did. 
Each article touched me differently 
from the television ads, billboards and 
literature I had received before. They 
were written with heartfelt emotion as 
well as statistical information. I wanted 
to weep for those I didn't know. This 
question made me think: "How can 31 
million people have the same disease and 
the disease remain a secret?" 
The popular idea, "it can't happen to 
me" should be "what if it happened to 
my baby, my partner or my friend." 
We all are capable of doing what is 
right and protecting ourselves. You are 
reading this, aren't you? Well, that's the 
first step. The second is to prevent a dis-
ease-a Sexually Transmitted Disease-
. from attacking you. And if you have 
contracted an STD, stop others from 
suffering that same silent pain. 
BURNICE CAIN 
ON THE ''N-WORD'' 
To the Editor: 
I just read the "niggardly" story [Hill-
top, Feb. 19], and am wondering if 
someone bothered to find out that the 
word in question is not the "n-word." 
Since this story is an old story, one 
would have hoped that before reporting 
in this month's issue, the reporter should 
have learned that the mayor has since 
apologized for his ignorance and has 
reinstated his aide. The Hilltop report 
should have attempted to correct this 
error rather than lauding the Washington 
Post reporter for breaking the story. 
MAXINE HUNTER 
• 
How To WRITE Us 
THE HILLTOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate newspaper, 
encourages you to share your opinions on articles published in the 
newspaper. THE HILLTOP will only publish letters addressed 
directly to the Senior Editorial Editor in response to published 
articles. The HILLTOP Editorial Board reserves the right to edit 
letters for space and literary style. All letters must be typed, signed 
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The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the 
THE HILLTOP Editorial Board and do not directly reflect the 
opinion of Howard University, its Administration, individual Hill-
top Policy Board members, or the student body. 
Please Address Letters to: 
Senior Editorial Editor 
THE HILLTOP 
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
or via email at 
thehilltop@hotmail.com 
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Rethinking 
Student 
Activism 
WILLIAM V. KEENE 
he front-page article in the Washington 
City Paper [Feb. 19], "Return of the 
Mecca?'" addresses a historic aspect of 
Howard University-activism by its 
students. 
The eight-page article•s subtitle was: "Howard 
students once hoped to change the world. Now they 
just want a piece of the pie ... This is, of course, offen-
sive to those who are committed to changing the 
world. 
For the most part, former Howard student Ta-
Nehesi Coates has told the truth about the current 
reality which he has observed. It is obvious in 
countless ways that the University is on a major 
rebound from some hard times earlier in the '90s. 
It's also clear that the author is deeply disappointed 
by what he sees as a lack of activism among current 
students. As a Howard and a staff member since 
1972, my perspective is different. 
Coates gives only passing mention, when writing 
about K wame Ture [Stokely 
Carmichael], of Howard students' involvement in 
the Civil Rights Movement in the 60's, while chastis-
ing current students for not being more active. Truth 
is that only a small number of Howard students made 
the Movement their major as did Tore, Cleve Sell-
ers, Michael Thelwell and others not as well known. 
Thelwell, who is editing the forthcoming Ture auto-
biography, said recently that at its height there were 
75 hard-core activists on the campus in the early 60's 
when enrollment was about 5,000 students. Con-
sider the number of people around the country 
involved in the Civil Rights, and later, the Black 
Power movements and the massive media attention 
which contributed to defining that era. Then com-
pare that to the level of involvement and media cov-
erage given now to the that Coates suggests students 
could be acting on. It's not surprising that there is 
relatively less activism. 
y point here is two-fold. One: that 
Coates has a rose-tinted lens in his 
activist spectacles. And two: that his own 
admirable activist orientation causes him to be dis-
appointed at the present level of activism he observes 
through the other lens. Nonetheless, it would have 
painted a more complete picture to include some 
other facts in recounting, for example, campus reac-
tion to the death of Ture. There were, in fact, two 
vigils outside on the l\jain Campus, not only the one 
Coates describes, hel<l--on campus the week after 
Tore's. The Student Association chartered a bus to 
the national memorial program in New York City, 
held the same day as the funeral in Guinea, West 
Africa. And there was a large memorial program that 
was attended by about 700 people in the Universi-
ty Center. 
More importantly, there was an overflow crowd in 
the Rankin Chapel for Tore's last appearance at 
Howard on February 17, 1998. In addition, back in 
May several students were in the large crowd at a 
fund-raising Testin1onial Dinner held at a major 
hotel in DC. 
While Coates could not have known, at the time 
the article was printed, final preparations were being 
made for a full day Mini-Conference on the politi-
cal thought of Ture, sponsored by the Graduate 
Political Science Society, a student group, and their 
Department. 
Coates asserts that there is a diminution of intel-
lectual capital at Howard, but offers evidence con-
trary to that assertion, such as the impressive acad-
emic credentials of recent entering classes and the 
significant awards won by students. You could add 
to the Rhodes Scholar distinction and the large 
number of National Achievement Scholars he men-
tions, the national championship won by the Uni-
versity's Debate Team. 
Finally, generations of Ho,vard alumni have helped 
make it possible for current students to seek a more 
equitable piece of the pie. However, this generation 
will have to continue to contend in the courts, in the 
suites and in the streets to taste it. After all, the 
American pie, for African people in this country, has 
been bittersweet at best. And changing the world is 
still the main course before dessert. 
William V. Keene is a member of the class of '66. 
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The Legacy Will Continue, 
Leaders Will be Produced 
oward University's cam-
pus is paved with the rich 
history of its graduates. 
But who were these people before they 
became "leaders?" They were students, 
just like us. 
Some older graduates said that when 
Thurgood Marshall was here, they could 
not envision him being a great attorney, 
much less a Supreme Court justice. 
A leader may be the person sitting next 
to you in class. 
In a recent article, "Return to the 
Mecca?," Ta-Nehesi Coates, a Washing-
ton City Paper reporter and former edi-
torial editor of The Hilltop, charged that 
the University no longer produces lead-
ers, but creates robots who have no 
knowledge of the University's history, 
students who are more concerned with 
getting "a piece of the pie." 
Coates, in his essay, argues the Univer-
sity once "served as [a] baptism into 
black consciousness," meaning that stu-
dents came to Howard to "discover" their 
black identity. 
Coates said that students today are no 
longer activists. He compares today's 
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Howard students to those of the l 960s. 
How can students be involved in a cause 
that no longer exists? 
But the students at Howard are taking on 
the challenges of today as they register 
voters and tutor children in the commu-
nity, all the while voicing their opinions 
and confirming their stance in society 
through clothing and music. 
I ask Coates: What about all the stu-dents who gathered for the Million Man March, the students who slept 
in front of the Administration building 
when word was out that the schools were 
merging, and what about the challenging 
editorials and articles that appeared last 
year about political prisoners? 
Is this not students "mobilizing" togeth-
er for a cause that is affecting them? 
Rallies, demonstrations, Afros, and 
black power movements may have been 
the ways of showing support for the black 
cause in the past, but as society changes, 
so do the causes and the ways of handling 
them. 
. 
Not all of the leaders from the past that 
Coates mentions walked across The Yard 
wearing a dashiki, nor did they constant-
ly skip class to jump on the bus for 
protests. The important thing to remem-
ber is that they were students with ideas, 
with visions, who later became known as 
leaders. 
It is true that many students are here 
solely to get an education and that they 
could care less about the things occurring 
around them. On the other hand, there are 
others who honor the contributions of the 
past and are looking to the future contri-
butions they will make. 
Many Howard students embrace the 
legacy of the University and are thankful 
for those like K wame Ture, Alain Locke, 
and Zora Neale Hurston, but today's stu-
dents have different ways of handling sit-
uations and expressing their gratitude. 
This does not mean that Howard stu-
dents don't care about political issues or 
honor those who have made great contri-
butions; it's just a different culture of stu-
dents with new ideas, different causes to 
fight, and new leaders to produce. 
Howard University and its students are 
not lost or hiding beneath the surface, but 
are building and producing new leaders 
with new interests. 
Keya Graves is the Senior Editorial Edi- . 
tor and a junior journalisnz nzajor. 
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All 
Looking For a 
Modern-Day 
Moses 
LIZABETH IRCO 
s one-sided and unreport,;d as Ta-
Nehisi Coates' "article" in the City 
Paper was, "Return of the Mecca?'' 
does have a point: We are not pro-
ducing leaders of the black commu-
nity-at least not the kind of leaders Coates wants 
us to produce-at Howard University. 
But why should we? 
Yes, Howard produces leaders-in the same way 
that Georgetown or American or UCLA or Notre 
Dame does. We produce doctors, lawyers, politi-
cians, engineers, academics ... numerous, numerous 
blacks who are ready to step into the bourgeoisie. 
People who are ready to be successful-by Amer-
ica's money-hungry, capitalistic standards. 
And what's wrong with that? 
The leaders that Coates spoke of paved the way for 
this to happen. He talked about Charles Drew (a doc-
tor), Alain Locke (a philosopher), E. Franklin Fra-
zier (a sociologist), Debbie Allen (an entertainer) 
and K wame Ture, perhaps our one real influential 
black activist of this century. Drew, Locke, Frazier 
and Allen made great strides in their fields, gaining 
respect for their accomplishments, regardless of 
the color of their skin. And they have made life a bit 
easier for the rest of us. But remember: they didn't 
get their accolades, they didn't accomplish their 
great achievements, until after they left Howard. 
But somehow, I get the idea that this isn't the kind 
of leadership Coates is really talking about in his 
somewhat controversial article. No, I think Mr. 
Coates is looking for a Moses. He wants a revolu-
tion. But let's analyze: Who were our great leaders 
during the period of time he was speaking of, the 
60s7 This is a hard one-wait! Wasn't that the time 
of ... Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X? I think 
so, yeah. And did they go to Howard U? ... Let me 
think ... 
No. They did not. 
LK and Malcolm X were products of the 
time. They stepped up when they were 
needed. If you showed me a revolution 
today, I could show you ten people who could step 
up similarly. But right now is a time when black peo-
ple can get jobs and eat at restaurants and be taken 
seriously and be (almost) normal United States cit-
izens. People of my generation didn't grow up 
watching their families get lynched. They didn't have 
crosses burned on their front lawns. They went to 
integrated schools, got good educations, and now 
wish to have it all. 
And what's wrong with wanting the American 
Dream? 
I'm not so sure that I like this idea that there should 
be a leader for the black race. It's patronizing and 
racist. We are not a monolithic race; one person can-
not embody all of our needs and wants. Who is the 
leader of the white community? Who is the leader 
of the Asian-American community? No one. Why? 
Because it is recognized that there are myriad dif-
ferences within these communities. All black peo-
ple were not raised the san1e, with the same politi-
cal ideals, the same religious mores. Do we all 
follow Louis Farrakhan? Or Colin Powell? 
I don't identify with either of them. But I don't have 
to. I don't need someone to lead me. Lead n1e 
,vhere? Perhaps the "problem" with our generation 
is that we can't identify with someone who is vaunt-
ed as the hope of our entire race. 
Even in the 60s, we didn't follow one leader. Thafs 
why we had MLK's and Malcolm's different meth-
ods. And in the late 1800s, early 1900s, we had both 
W.E.B. DuBois and Booker T Washington-radi-
cally different ideologies, followed by radically dif-
ferent individuals. We were not monolithic then; we 
are even less monolithic now. 
Yes, this leads to fragmentation within the black 
community. But the fragmentation of our race began 
long ago, with skin color and hair texture and inside 
slaves and outside slaves. And it still exists today. 
Perhaps when we learn to accept ourselves as 
humans first, we will be able to co-exist peaceful-
ly, respectfully and lovingly. Until that time comes, 
I don't see the black community in America com-
ing together on causes; I don't see us accepting 
someone as our leader. Politically, we are divided. 
Socially, we are divided. Morally, we are divided. 
And perhaps that's as it should be. 
Elizabeth Circa is a sophon,ore philosophy 1najor 
and copy editor at The Hilltop. 
Participatory Utopianism ... The Student Government Illusion 
n recent issues of The Hill-
top, several individuals have 
forwarded their opinions on 
the current state of Howard 
University Student Associa-
tion and the General Asseml;>ly, and 
their lack of "effective" policy and 
action. It has come to my attention 
that the students, many for good rea-
sons, others for selfish and misguid-
ed reasons, are under the ridiculous 
belief that the Howard University 
Student Association has "power." 
Many people trust that the HUSA 
President will have the University 
clout to demand retribution for stu-
dents from the "ever-threatening" 
administration. Administration has 
become a keyword for "the enemy." 
My intended topic is HUSA and its 
, 
role at this university. HUSA was 
founded in an era of constant student 
strife. Continuous "show-downs" 
with the "oppressive" administra-
tion led to the creation of student 
voice. An organized representation 
of the whole student population was 
created to speak for the masses. No 
longer would the protests, disrup• 
lions and sit-ins be necessary, 
because now HUSA would represent 
the students on issues of importance 
to them. HUSA was-and is--the 
respected voice of the student body. 
Howard's student government is a 
representative republic, where indi-
viduals are elected to voice the con-
cerns of their constituents. Herein 
lies the problem and failure of 
HUSA and elected student leadership. 
DAMON LAMONT WATERS 
Constituencies are continuous, and 
many of the concerns students have 
when they are freshmen, they still 
have when they leave Howard. Dur-
ing their time here, they petition a 
student government they believe to 
be their "savior." They ask for mira-
cles and unrealistic results. 
The truth is: HUSA is a powerless, 
constituency-less organization. What 
does HUSA do about pertinent uni-
versity issues? Who does HUSA 
answer to?-The student electorate? 
Really, what does it matter if students 
are not satisfied with their student 
government? What can one do, un-
elect a powerless, futile, often-times 
non-paid leader? As if the threat that 
they may not be re-elected is that 
ominous. In the case with the HUSA 
President and Vice President, most 
times they 're seniors on their way out 
or not seeking re-election. There is 
no threat of removal. 
HUSA has no constituency to 
answer to-no one ,actually holds 
them acconntab]e. Unless the system 
is altered, this participatory impo-
tence will continue. 
The positions yield no authority in 
the university other than . a single 
vote on sever.al committees. But 
there, too, they are only one out of 
many. What is one vote on a board of 
15 or 20 individuals? Unlike the U.S. 
Congress, student government does 
not enact important legislation, does 
not allocate substantial funds, does 
not have any other relevant duties 
important to University operations. 
• 
, 
For the most part, student govern-
ment is relegated to menial tasks 
like community outreach, party plan-
ning, and "listening." 
But the most important task of 
HUSA and student government is to 
pacify. To silence the masses and 
keep students from rallying, protest-
ing and following rogue, charlatan 
idiots with bullhorns. 
What can we do to alter this situa-
tion? The "system" has to be 
changed by the "system." It's like a 
corrupt police department having to 
"police" itself. The General Assem-
bly has to change itself. 
The General Assembly must meet 
in three consecutive months and 
maintain a two-thirds majority quo-
rum to approve any amendments to 
the HUSA constitution. Referen-
dums must be placed on a ballot. 
This system, the current system, eas-
ily allows for inadequacy in leader-
ship and maintenance of the status 
quo. 
l hope that this article incites con-
structive debate on how to change 
things so that the governed will be 
better served. But it probably won't; 
it will just lead to another misguid-
ed rally without purpose or, perhaps, 
more unjustified "conspiracy theo-
ries." 
Waters is a Masters of Arts candi-
date in the Department o.f Political 
Science, and works in the Office of 
Student Activities. 
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To Learn More About The Changing of America 
And The Impact On The Advertising 
And Public Relations Industries ... 
Register to Attend 
I 
• 
Tliursday, April 1, 1999 
Armour J. Blackburn University Center 
Howard University 
Washington, DC 
Call 212-460-1459 To Register 
Students ..... $15 
Educators ••••• $50 
Professionals ..... $150 
For More Information Contact Constance Frazier at 202-806-5121 
or Rochelle Tzllery-Larkin at 202-806-5 I 24 
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Are vou readv tor some Basketball? 
• 
Freshman center Yetta Enobakahare leads the 
Lady Bison in several statistical catogories. 
• 
Hilltop Staff/Mark Coleman 
Sports Commentary· 
Lady Bison's Roller Coaster Ride 
By KIMOTHY K. BROWN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Howard University women's basketball pro-
gram has a winning tradition. The numerous Mid-East-
eru Athletic Conference (MEAC) championships cou-
pled with the NCAA Tournament appearances are a 
Sports Editor 
Kimothy K. Brown 
huge accomplishment for 
Head Coach Sandra Tyler and 
the team. Former standouts 
like Alisha Hill, Denique 
Graves, Amanda Hayes and 
Robin Duncan-Chisolm left a 
legacy not soon to be forgot-
ten. Although the women 
have lost a few close games, 
the Howard University com-
munity should be proud of the 
job Tyler and her assistants 
did. 
Freshman center Yetta 
Enobakhare and freshman forward Courtney Kirk 
were key additions to this year's team. Each played a 
vital role in the success of the Lady Bison. In addi-
tion, sophomore forward Mona-Gail Baker and senior 
guatd Kimberly Ford were key veterans who always 
played hard. Others such as Regan Carter, Chanell 
Washington, Terina Screen, Alana Lambert and Latoya 
Gardner were main contributors as well. 
As I have said before, this team should be 17-1 in the 
MEAC instead of 12-6. The women let a lot of close 
games slip away. Looking back at certain games 
makes me wonder how this team was able to keep their 
faith. But I now know the answer to that-its because 
of Tyler. She is one of the best coaches in the United 
States. She always gets the best out of her team, no 
matter what the talent level is. 
The women have had several heart-breaking losses 
this season, mostly in the MEAC. On Dec. 14 they 
were defeated at home by Coppin State, 85-84. On Jan. 
23, they lost by a single point, 62-61, against Florida 
• 
A&M. Another tough loss came late in the season 
against North Carolina A&T. The women had numer-
ous chances to win, but fell short, 66-64. 
However, the team did have a few bright spots. They 
managed to defeat two highly regarded programs. The 
biggest win came against the University ofMaryland-
College Park on Nov. 20. This particular game was in 
doubt in the first half, but the women came out smok-
ing in the second half. They put together a great team 
effort that enabled them to win rather easily, 65-47. 
Another huge win came against the University of 
Minnesota. The game was a see-saw battle, and it 
stayed that way until the very end. The Lady Bison 
were able to come out on top, 53-51. 
The team used several different starting lineup com-
binations throughout the season, for whatever reason. 
No matter what the lineup was, it seemed to work most 
of the time. The Lady Bison ended the season with a 
15-11 mark. This record is decent considering the fact 
that several new players were added this year. I have 
highlighted a few key players who have contributed 
to the team this season. 
Regan Carter (F) 12.9 ppg, 5.4 rpg 
Mona Gail Baker (F) 8.8 ppg, 6.4 rpg 
Yetta Enobakhare (C) 12.4 ppg, 6.9 rpg 
Kimberly Ford (G) 4.4 ppg, 4.8 rpg 
Alana Lambert (G) 2.9 ppg, 2.0 rpg 
Kirk was a key reserve for the team this year. Hail-
ing from Fairfield, Ala., she averaged 10.2 points per 
game and 4.5 rebounds per game. The rising star 
should be a starter and major contributor next year. 
Kirk and Enobkhare will be a powerful one-two punch 
that may carry the Lady Bison to an NCAA Tourna-
ment appearance. 
Howard should have another good recruiting class 
next year. The Lady Bison will lose Ford and Gard-
ner to graduation, so the remaining players will have 
to take up the slack. As fans, we really have nothing 
to worry about. This team will be alright! 
en's Preview 
By JOHN-JOHN WILLIAMS IV 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Last year the University of Kentucky was able to win 
the national championship in an unorthodox way. With the 
addition of head coach Tubby Smith, a former coach at 
the University of Georgia, the University of Kentucky 
Wildcats were able to beat a talented Utah team. 
A lot can change in a year. With the graduation or early 
exit of Wildcats top contributors Nazr Mohammed, Jeff 
Sheppard, and Allen Edwards, the young and inexperi-
enced Wildcats will be lucky to make this year's Sweet 
16. 
The same can be said about the University of Utah. Cen-
ter Michael Doleac was the leading scorer for Coach Rick 
Majerus, but he graduated leaving a void down low. 
What Majerus does have is one of the best players in the 
nation: point guard Andre Miller. Miller can do it all. He's 
an excellent defender, play maker, and takes the ball to the 
basket against the best of them. What Miller does not have 
is a running mate, which is why Utah will not be going 
to the Final Four this year. 
Who will reign supreme this March in St. Petersburg, 
Fla.? If you guessed Duke, you're right. The Blue Devils 
have the best team in the nation. The best one/two punch 
in the country comes in the form of Trajan Langdon and 
Elton Brand. Langdon "The Alaskan Assassin" is dead-
ly from three point range. He can shoot the three in tran-
sition or spot up. Last year, Langdon shot close to 40 per-
cent from behind the arc. Brand is the best low post player 
in the nation. The 6'8" sophomore center has dominated 
opponents with his "Shag-like" frame. Few teams have 
found an answer for the big man from New York. Shane 
Battier is another post-player that is intimidating in the 
paint. He is the teams best shot-blocker and scores in dou-
ble figures. And to add insult to injury, Duke has the best 
bench in the country. This year's team has McDonald's 
High School All-Americans fighting for playing time. 
Duke is hungry and ready for a national title. Coach 
Mike Krzyzewski has won the national championships 
before with less talent than this. The outlook is bleak for 
Duke opponents. The Blue Devils' only loss of the year 
was a buzzer-beater loss to the University of Cincinnati, 
a team that has faltered towards the end of the year. 
Who can beat Duke? Cincinnati showed that Duke 
wasn't invincible, and there are a few teams with legiti-
mate talent that can cause the Devils some serious prob-
lems. 
Who would have thought that one year ago Stanford 
would have been in the final four? After the graduation 
of point guard Brevin Knight, it seemed as if the Cardi-
nals' hopes of greatness were shattered. But Head Coach 
Mike Montgomery had other plans. He led an inexperi-
enced team to the final four and almost won a national 
championship. 
This year, the Stanford Cardinals are basically the same 
team as last year. They returned all five starters, and once 
again can match up any team in the FOUntry down low. 
See Men, B2 
Photo Courtesy of The Sporting News 
Forward Shane Battier is a pivotal part of Duke's strong front 
line. 
omen's NCAA Preview 
BY JOHN-JOHN WILLIAMS IV 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Women's basketball has enjoyed many breakthroughs 
and subsequent successes in the past few years. It start-
ed in 1993, when Sheryl Swoopes set a NCAA record for 
"the most points scored in a national championship game. 
Swoopes scored 47 points as she lead Texas Tech Lady 
Raiders to a victory over Ohio State. A year later, North 
Carolina was able to win the national championship with 
a last second three pointer by Charlotte Smith to defeat 
Louisiana Tech. In 1995, the country was introduced to 
Rebecca Lobo and company as the Connecticut Huskies 
went undefeated and claimed the national championship. 
The 1996 national team showed everyone that women 
could have their own Dream Team too. Lisa Leslie, 
Sheryl Swoopes and Dawn Staley swept every college 
opponent during the national tour, and then smashed 
every international team to bits in the Olympics. 
1996 was also the year that Tennessee won the nation-
al championship. Tennessee has won every single nation-
al championship since then and is looking to win its 
fourth straight this year. Talk about a dynasty! 
Last year was probably one of the Lady Vols most dom-
inating performances ever. After Head Coach Pat Sum-
mit signed, what arguably has to be the best recruiting 
class ever, the Lady Vols went undefeated and left a long 
line of carnage in their wake. There was no question if 
the Vols would win last year, the question was how many 
points would the victory be by? 
This year Tennessee returns all of its starters includ-
ing everyone's player of the year candidate Chamique 
Holdsclaw. Holdsclaw does everything for Tennessee. 
She leads the team in scoring, and she is nationally 
ranked in other departments as well. The defending 
national player of the year has won three national cham-
pionships since she has been at Tennessee and will try 
to make this year an unprecedented fourth. Holdsclaw 
knows how to win. She's done it since she was in eighth 
grade at Christ the King in New York City. Since eighth 
Photo Courtesy of The Sporting News 
Amanda Wilson looks to lead Lonisana Tuch to a national ch3D1-
pionship. 
grade, she has won a team title on every level that she 
has played on up. She doesn't know what it means not 
to win a tournament title. 
The Lady Vols has so much depth it's scary. Most of its 
bench could start for most teams in the country. Besides 
Holdsclaw, the Vols are led by sophomore Semeka Ran-
dall. Randall is a 5-11 shooting guard that plays killer 
defense. She can score and create her own shot. Randall 
is the emotional lift that the Vols need. 
See WOMEN, B3 
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Photos by Mark Coleman 
Senior guard/forward Melvin Wat-
son goes hard inside the paint. 
Junior guard Antonio Michell is 
fourth in the NCAA in three point 
accuracy with .524 percent. 
•• • 
-
Sophomore point guard Ali Abdullah 
sets up a play in the MEAC tourna-
ment. 
• 
Reserve junior guard Seth Langley wi-
ves to the basket. 
Junior forward Jermaine Holliway 
shoots a free throw. 
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Tim Young, a 7' !" center, leads the deep front-line of the Cardinals. Young is joined by Mark 
Madsen, a 6' 8" forward. Many basketball magazines predicted that Madsen would be the Pacif-
ic- IO Conference player of the year. Although Madsen hasn't lived up to the hype, he is still a 
beast in the paint, hence the nickname "Mad Dog" Madsen. Joining these upperclassman are the 
Collins twins, Jarron and Jason, two talented 6' 11" post players. They are both physical players 
who can play either the center or power-forward. The Cardinals gain agility and athleticism when 
either subs for Young. 
To balance out the intimidating frontcourt, Stanford has some great guards. The floor general 
for the Cardinals is Arthur Lee, a point-guard with a scorer's mentality. Lee can penetrate, dis-
tribute, and shoot the three. In fact, most of Stanford's guards can shoot well from behind the 
arc. Last year, the Cardinals had five players to shoot at least 38 percent from behind the arc. 
Kris Weems adds another dimension to the backcourt with deadly three point shooting. If these 
two guards are in scoring mode, it will be hard to stop them as well as the wide open post-play-
ers down low. 
If Stanford is able to slow down the game and turn it into a half-court game, opponents beware. 
· There is not a team in the nation (including Duke) that has the size to match up with Stanford 
while guarding against the outside shot. The question is whether Stanford can slow the ball down 
enough to pound it down low and dominate. 
The University of Connecticut dominated the first half of the season by going undefeated. But 
uncharacteristic losses to Syracuse and Miami cost them an undefeated season and the number 
one ranking. Coach Jim Calhoun has an explosive team nonetheless. The Huskies are a run-and-
gun team. They play the upbeat flashy style that is a characteristic of "playground" basketball. 
Point-guard Khalid-El Amin runs the offense for the Huskies. In his freshman year, he aver-
aged 16 points per game and earned the honor of being named Big East rookie of the year. The 
go-to player for the Huskies is Richard Hamilton. The small forward is the leading scorer for the 
: Huskies and is a candidate for being renamed the Big East player of the year. Hamilton is also 
on the short list of national player of the year candidates. 
The Huskies have the experience to win. They have returned the same starting five the past two 
years in a row. Last year, the Huskies lost to North Carolina in the final eight and are looking to 
that as inspiration for a national championship crusade. Don't be surprised if the Huskies 1nake 
it to the championship game. 
Cincinnati lost three double-digit scores from last year's team that went to the NCAA tourna-
ment. It's hard to imagine that this year's team is better than it was a year ago. Coach Bob Hug-
gins dug deep into Honeypot Junior College and scooped out Pete Mickeal and Alvin Micthell. 
The Bearcats already had a talented team with Kenyon Martin and Melvin Levitt, but the addi-
tion of these junior college superstars was an instant success. It resulted in the Bearcats turning 
into an unpredictably deadly team with a pure "playground" style. With an early victory over 
the "unbeatable" Blue Devils of Duke, it seemed as if Cincinnati was on cruise control, but a 
few speed bumps occurred in the form of losses to UNC-Charlotte, DePaul, Marquette. and 
St.Louis. 
Martin is an exceptional shot-blocker. He is an intimidating force in the middle, but he has the 
speed to run up and down the court with the best of them. Martin is also an exceptional defend-
er. In fact, he was last year's Conference USA:s defensive player of the year. Levitt , who is nick-
. named the "Helicopter" because of his 39-inch vertical leap, can score, run, and defend. Togeth-
er they make a great inside/outside combination. With the addition of Mickeal and Mitchell , this 
team is dangerous. It has the speed, athleticism and skill to run with any team in the country. If 
the conditions are right the Cincinnati Bearcats might be the team to beat in St. Pete. 
OTHER TEAMS TO WATCH FOR: 
Auburn: Auburn has to be the biggest surprise of the year. Coming out of the South Eastern 
Conference (SEC), very few basketball fans expected the Tigers to advance past the SEC tour-
nament let alone be a contender for a national title. But Auburn's Head Coach Cliff Ellis and 
company have quietly snuck into a top ten and remain the team to beat in the SEC. 
Auburn is lead by another junior college transfer, 6'7" forward Chris Porter. Porter is a name 
that many basketball fans have not yet heard, but after seeing him play, they will not forget it. 
The big downfall of Auburn is that it is untested for the most part. Although there are scout-
ing reports, nothing can compare to an early season game against a top ten team. Auburn did 
not have many of those. But if he Tigers make it to the final four in St. Petersburg, they will be 
a dangerous team. With the right draw, they could very well make it. 
UCLA: The Bruins are one of the best transition teams in the country. They are able to get 
from defense to offense with the best of them. They are quick and great in the open court. This 
can probably be attributed to UCLA guard play. The backcourt features two sophomores who 
return to their starting roles of a year ago. The backcourt is lead by Baron Davis, who has the 
ball control and the unselfishness to play point-guard. He can also take the game in his hands 
and score at will like a shooting-guard. Davis' only flaw is his knee. Last year, Davis tore his 
anterior crucible ligament during the national tournament and hasn't been 100 percent since. Even 
at 75 percent, he is still better than most of the players in the country. The Bruins can also count 
on versatile guard Earl Watson. Watson was the only Bruin to start every game last year. With 
the right blend of versatility, experience, and youth in Davis and Watson, many teams will find 
it hard to match up against the Bruins. 
The key to this team is its freshmen. Coach Steve Lavin was able to recruit three McDonald 's 
All-Americans and two other highly touted freshmen, giving him a fabulous five of sorts. The 
biggest prize was Dan Gadzuric, a 6'11" center from the Netherlands. Many have compared 
Gadzuric to another past Bruin legend, Hall of Farner Bill Walton. Jerome Moiso is a 6' 11" play-
er from the West Indies who splits time at the center and power forward positions. Mo,iso is a 
formidable shot-blocker and plays well either facing the basket or with his back to the basket. 
Moiso is also left-handed, which creates serious match-up problems for defenders. 
If the Bruins mesh tome tournament time. Lavin might be able to bring the national champi-
onship back to Los Angeles. 
Eastern Michigan: Eastern Michigan started the season flat, but ended the season going a per-
fect 15-0. Led by point-guard Mateen Cleaves, the reigning Big-IO player of the year, the Spar-
tans will look to create havoc in the tournament. Cleaves is complemented in the post by Anto-
nio Smith, who is a beast on the boards but lacks offense. Offense is Jason Klien's middle name. 
Klien is a sweet-shooting forward who gives instant offense off the bench. Besides Cleaves there 
are no real superstars on the squad. There is depth and experience. Every starter is back for Head 
Coach Tom Izzo. With the Spartans playing arguably the hardest schedule in the school's 100 
years of basketball, all the preparation should pay off. 
Maryland: Maryland is a team that would have been one of my picks as a final four team. It 
wasn't even preposterous to say that the Terrapins might have been national champions. That was 
all before starting center Obinna Ekezie injured his Achilles tendon, ending his season. Ekezie 
was the bulk of the offense and he brought a hardworking mentality to rebounding. Ekezie was 
one player whom Maryland could not afford to lose, but they did. It will be very hard to win 
without him. Lonny Baxter, a 6' 8" freshman, has filled in for Ekezie, but he lacks the size, strength, 
and experience that Ekezie brought to the floor. 
If there is one person who can win it is 6'3" Steve Francis. He was one of the best junior college 
players in the country a year ago and he has maintained his reputation. Coach Gary Williams 
landed an excellent player. Francis is explosive. He is quick, makes good decisions, and has great 
agility and power. He is one of the few guards in the country who can dunk with the force of 
Shaq and the finesse of Jordan . 
It was supposed to be Laron Profit's year. Many expected him to carry the Terrapins on his back 
and snatch the national championship away from Duke and Connecticut. Instead, Profit has turned 
into a role player. Profit is a soldier, and towards the end of the season it appeared as 'if he were 
regaining the form that made him such a hot commodity a year ago. In a recent game against 
Florida State, Profit scored a season high of 32 points. If Profit does come back to form, Mary-
land will have the one/two knockout punch that they've been missing all year . 
. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·• ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
' USA Today/ ESPN Basketball Poll 
1. Purdue 1. Duke 
, Tennessee 2. Michigan State 
• Louisiana Tech 3. Connecticut 
• Colorado State • Auburn 
Connecticut 5. Maryland 
Old Dominion 6. Stanford • • 
Texas Tech 7. Cincinnati • 
Rutgers 8. Utah 
9. St. John's Notre Dame 
' 
10. Duke 10. Miami-Fla. . 
11. Georgia 11. Arizona 
12. Ohio State 12. North Carolina 
. 
13. Clemson 13. UCLA 
14. Virginia Tech 14. Kentucky 
15. UCLA 15. North Carolina . 
. 16. Penn State 16. College of Charleston 
17. Oregon 17. Indiana 
18. Wisconsin . 18. Santa Barbara 
19. Iowa State 19. Iowa 
20. Virginia 20. Syracuse 
21. Louisiana State 21. New Mexico 
22. SW Missouri State 22. Texas 
23. Florida International 23. Florida 
. 
24. Kansas 24. Minnesota 
. 25. Alabama 25. Tennessee . • 
- -- -
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Joining Randall in the backcourt is Kellie Jolly. Jolly 
is the perfect point-guard. She is an extension of Coach 
Summit on the floor. She commits very little turnovers 
and distributes the ball well. Jolly can shoot a three off 
the dribble or can spot up just as easy. Kristin "Ace" 
Clement is a fiery point-guard from Philadelphia. In 
high school, this Miss Hawaiian Tropic model broke 
Wilt Chamberlain's Philadelphia high school scoring 
record. Clement makes the best no-look passes in the 
game. She is a highlight reel waiting to happen. 
Tamika Catchings is another option that Tennessee 
has. Catchings was an All-American her freshman year. 
She broke Holdsclaws freshman scoring record, which 
seemed to be unbeatable. Catchings can penetrate, 
shoot the three, rebound, block shots, and distribute. 
She does it all. However, a mediocre season has Catch-
ings numbers down as well as her confidence. Look for 
'Catchings to have a good tournament. She is too good 
to play average. 
With the injury of Theresa Geter at the center posi-
tion, Tennessee was lucky to have a freshman by the 
name of Michelle Snow joining the team. The 6-6 cen-
ter from Florida is the closest thing to Lisa Leslie that 
, the women's college game has today. She has the same 
long, slender build as Leslie, and she can dunk like her 
as well. 
With all these options, it seems as though there is 
nothing in the way of Chamique Holdsclaw getting her 
fourth NCAA championship. Wrong! This could be the 
year in which Holdsclaw has to face defeat. An early 
loss to Purdue snapped any chances of Tennessee going 
undefeated for a second straight year. The loss also rep-
resented the end of Tennessee's number one ranking. 
The win for Purdue said to the world of basketball that 
there was a new kid on the block. This new kid wasn't 
intimidated by Tennessee's fabulous four freshman. It 
wasn't intimidated by the best player in the college 
game. It definitely wasn't intimidated by the legendary 
Pat Summitt. 
Under the Guidance of Head Coach Carolyn Peck, 
who coincidentally was an assistant under Summit at 
Tennessee, Purdue has made itself a serious national 
title contender. 
The year Holdsclaw graduated from high school and 
was getting national attention, a 5-11 guard from Indi-
ana was doing the same. Stephanie White-McCarty 
came to Purdue under the legendary Head Coach Lynn 
Dunn. After Purdue fired Dunn, most of her team left 
as well. White didn't. The result was playing for two 
other head coaches in the following two years. It has 
been a tough road for White, but now in her senior year 
it seems as though she finally has the supporting cast to 
make a run at a national championship. 
White-McCarty is joined in the backcourt with fellow 
senior Ukari Figgs. Together they form a potent back-
court. Figgs is a penetrate that can break any defender 
down off the dribble. She is fast and can handle the 
ball. If needed she can shoot the three. Figgs is a com-
plement to White-McCarty. 
Coach Peck also has a very athletic front-line. 
Mackenzie Curless is a 6-1 junior that plays bigger 
than what she is. Curless has great post-moves and 
plays very good defense. Joining Curless is Camille 
Cooper. Cooper is a shot-blocking expert. She uses her 
long arms to her advantage and is able to grab 
rebounds away from defenders. She is also light on her 
feet. 
Coach Peck was also able to recruit a top-IO fresh-
man class to add depth to the elite eight on her team. 
First peck recruited another Indiana superstar Kellie 
Komara. Komara has drawn many comparisons to 
White-McCarty. She is a great shooter and can play 
both guard positions. Mary Jo Noon is a 6-5 center that 
brought height to the shorter more athletic front-line of 
Purdue. With Noon, Purdue has another player that 
gives them a different dimension. 
Last year, Louisiana Tech was supposed to win every-
thing. But Tennessee sent them back to Ruston, La., as 
second best. This year the Lady Techsters are looking 
for redemption. Under the leadership of its four senior 
starting line-up, it is the last chance for this talented 
graduating class to win a national championship. 
Coach Leon Barmore has one of the fastest teams in 
the country. The Lady Techsters are a fast break waiting 
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to happen. The speed starts with their backcourt of 
LaQuan Stallworth and Tamicha Jackson. Stallworth 
plays the point-guard position. She handles the ball 
well and penetrates hard to the basket. Tamicha Jackson 
is pure offense. She is a deadly shooter, a pesky defend-
er, and a team player. Jackson has the green light to 
shoot from anywhere on the court, and is the Techsters 
main option for last minute heroics. 
Amanda Wilson is the reigning Sun Belt Conference 
Player of the Year. She is a forward with a center's 
mentality. She has excellent post moves and rebounds 
the ball extremely well. She is the floor leader when 
the ball gets in the paint. Monica Maxwell is a 5-9 for-
ward that plays bigger than her size. Maxwell usually 
defends the best player on the opposing team, which is 
usually taller than she. Nevertheless, Maxwell makes 
up for the height difference with good defensive skills 
and great leaping ability. 
These four players provide Louisiana Tech with four 
double-digit scorers. With the addition of Coach Bar-
more's incoming recruiting class, the Techsters have 
five scorers that average double-digits. 
Coach Barmore was able to pull off an unbelievable 
recruiting season this year. The top-three ranked class 
was headed up by Betty Lennox. Lennox came off the 
bench to contribute her double-figure performance but 
was none-the-less effective. 
Coach Barmore was able to recruit seven top quality 
players that have stepped in big for the Techsters. 
Shaka Massey is a transfer from Arkansas. The 6-3 
center adds depth to the low post position. Christy 
Sides is a point-guard that can shoot the three. She pro-
vides experience and added depth in already potent 
backcourt. 
Louisiana Tech has an excellent chance of making 
another trip to the final four. It has the speed to run 
with Tennessee, but not the huge scoring of Holdsclaw 
and Randall. 
Connecticut is a young team with lots of promise 
although injuries have depleted the Huskies and have 
left them searching for answers. The Huskies do have 
enough to make the final four and to challenge teams 
for a national title. 
Under the tutelage of Coach Geno Auriema, the 
Huskies have an experienced coach that has won a 
national championship before. In 1995, Auriema was 
selected as National Coach of the Year. He knows how 
to work with players and get the most out of each. 
This year it seemed as if the Huskies had the personal 
to win it all. With an excellent recruiting class that was 
considered to be the best ever and the return of 1997 
freshman of the year Shea Ralph, the Huskies seemed 
to make a repeat of the Rebecca Lobo team that won 
the national championship in 1995. 
With the absence of Ralph and the highly touted 
freshman, the Huskies (last year) were lead by Svetlana 
Abrosimova. The 6-1 forward from Russia led the 
returning players from last year in several categories 
including: scoring (14.5 ppg), rebounding (5.4 rpg). 
Abrosimova is a very versatile player who has great 
one-on-one moves that result in spectacular baskets. 
After tearing her ACL, Shea Ralph has returned to the 
Huskies with the same intensity that earned the North 
Carolina native high school player of the year. Ralph is 
a 6-0 sophomore that can shoot the three, penetrate to 
the basket and can play suffocating defense. Ralph is a 
great complement to Abrosimova on the wing. 
The freshmen Auriema recruit is a reason why the 
Huskies are in a title hunt this year. Tamika Williams is 
a 6-1 forward with game. She wa~ this year's national 
high school player of the year and leads the group of 
talented freshman .. Williams is so deadly because she 
is not even close to her basketball potential. She relies 
heavily on her height and agility. It's hard to stop her 
because she is so athletic. 
The Huskies did have a great guard in Sue Bird. Bird, 
a 6-0 guard that came from the same high school that 
produced Chamique Holdsclaw (Christ the King), 
brings the same New York City style of play that most 
city players bring to the court. She shoots the ball well 
and is a great ball handler. An injury to her knee side-
lined her for the season. She will be greatly missed. 
Without Bird, the backcourt of Connecticut is suspect 
to say the least. Without Bird, the Huskies don't really 
have a pure point-guard. 
There is enough talent here to make a run, but with-
out a solid point-guard the Huskies could fall victim to 
teams like Tennessee, Purdue and Louisiana Tech, 
which have two or in Louisiana's case three point-
guards. Give the Huskies a year to get itself healthy. If 
everything goes according to plan, they might pull 
Tennessee and win four national titles straight. 
OTHER TEAMS TO WATCH 
Rutgers - The Scarlet Knight are coached by the leg-
endary C. Vivian Stringer. Since she came to Rutgers 
three years ago, Stringer has taken an unsuccessful 
Rutgers team and turned it into a national powerhouse. 
Rutgers has ninety-five percent of its scoring back 
from last years elite eight team. Rutgers is led by 
Natasha Pointer. Pointer is a point-guard that is deadly 
for her 5-6 frame. Last year, Pointer averaged 14 ppg 
and 5.6 apg. When on fire, Pointer can take the garne 
over or distribute the ball to fellow teammates in transi-
tion. She usually connects with fellow guard Tomora 
Young. Young is an excellent shooting guard. She can 
shoot the three, and if fouled shoots 90 percent from 
the free-throw line. Shawnetta Stewart is part of this 
tri-guard lineup. After losing about twenty pounds in 
the off-season, Stewart is lean and any coaches dream. 
Stewart is this year leading scorer for the Scarlet 
Knights. 
Down low, the Scarlet Knights are lead by Ontario, 
Canada native Tammy Sutton-Brown. Sutton-Brown is 
a big body in the paint at 6-4 and is intimidating. She is 
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virtually unstoppable when she gets the ball in the 
paint. When she gets the ball down low, she converts. 
Sutton-Brown shoots over fifty percent from the field. 
After the departure of center Jennifer Clemente due to 
injury, the Knights are lacking bodies in the middle. 
This will create problems for them come tournament 
time. 
Duke- The Duke Blue Devils is a team that has the 
height and athleticism. The Blue Devils are lead by two 
transfers from Purdue. The first is Nicole Erikson. 
Erikson is a sweet shooter that can knock down the 
three like lay-ups. Erikson provides scoring depth to 
Hillary Howard. Howard is the point-guard for Duke. 
She is an excellent ball-handler, and she can take it to 
the hole when needed 
Michele VanGorp is a 6-6 center that is the second 
half of the Purdue connection. She also averages dou-
ble digits. She has great agility and dunks in warm-ups. 
Duke also has Payton Black at the post position. Black 
is a 6-4 center that is less athletic than VanGorp but is 
just as effective. Black is a scrappy player, especially 
when rebounding. Peppi Browne is a 5-11 forward that 
can play guard as well. Browne can create her own 
shot. It adds an element of unpredictability to Duke. 
The Blue Devils have a chance to make the final four 
because they are extremely deep. They returned all 
starters and key reserve players from last years team 
that lost a last minute elite eight game to Arkansas. It 
has the capability. All it needs is the application. 
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~lie iggg ':Bison, ':BaCC irst Tham 
orward-Chamique Holdsclaw (Tennessee) 
orward-Dominique-Canty (Alabama) 
enter-Maylana Martin (UCLA) 
uard-Stephanie White-McCarty (Purdue) 
uard-Semeka Randall (Tennessee) 
econd Tham 
orward-Tamika Whitmore (Memphis) 
orward- DeMaya Walker (Virginia) 
orward- Amanda Wilson (Louisiana Tech) 
orward-Svetlana Abrosimova (Connecticut) 
uard-Dalma Ivanyi (Florida International) 
bird Tham 
orward- Noelia Gomez (George Washington) 
orward-Tamika Catchings (Tennessee) 
orward- Channel Wright (N. Carolina) 
orward- Mery Andrade (Old Dominion) 
uard- Jackie Stiles (SW Missouri St.) 
Compiled by John-John Williams 
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'' '' 
To be lieldin t:lie 'Blackburn 'Ballroom 
on, t:lie Tliirt:eent:li of .:M_arcli, 1999 
frorn~ine o'clocky.rn. to T').V'o o'clock a.rn. 
:J-lot fio ·rs aoeuvres -will 6e .5,ervecf 
A live Jazz Banc£ a .ncfTJJ-willprovicfe tfie 
evening's rn..u.sic.:al selections 
A 'Pfiotograpfier "Will 6e availa6{e so you can 
rem.em.Ger tfie nigfit forever! 
'Please direct al{-questions a ·ncf concern.s to .::N"ovella or Sfienita. at B06-4133 
Internet: www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: fesume@rayjobs.com 
U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer. 
NTH P.O_WER. 
When someth ing is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the 
level of technology you' ll experience at Raytheon. 
Raytheon hos formed a new te chnological superpower - Raytheon Systems 
Company, composed of four major technological giants, Raytheon Electronic 
Systems , Raytheon E-Systems , Raytheon Tl Systems and Hughes Aircraft. 
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driv ing technology to the limit. And we're 
looking for engineers who wont to push the envelope . Break new ground. Make 
their mark. 
At Raytheon, you' ll take technology- and your career -to the highest possible 
level. You'll take it to the Nth. We' ll be visiting your carr:,pus soon. Contact your 
career placement office now to schedule on interview, or check out our website at 
www.rayjo bs.com. If you ore unable to meet with us, please send your resume to: 
Raytheon Resume Processing Center, f>O. Box 660246, MS-201, Dallas, TX 7 5266. We 
have many exciting opportunities ava ilable and we would like to talk to you . 
--·-- , ___ " - ----·-- - ---
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"HU" was the frrst thing I heard when I stepped on : 
campus. Instruments of the Showtime Marching j 
Band sounded, campus pals crooned "Ain't no party : 
like an HU party, cause an HU party don't stop." j 
President H. Patrick Swygert said "Welcome, class j 
of 2002 .. .In four years from now when you gradu- ; 
ate I hope you can look back and say we cared.'.' I · 
was on the same yard with the same trees, gazing at 
the same buildings as so many other legacy makers 
did in years past. I was arnid a plethora of students , 
(some 1,300) and several hundred parents and loved , 
ones as we sat in our brown yard chairs in the humid , 
D.C. afternoon. : 
It was the freshman pinning ceremony. And the : 
"Yard" had a warm ambiance that day as red, white : 
and blue balloons decorated chairs and flagpoles. j 
Relatives stood as faculty members, administration : 
and returning students pinned all of us incoming , 
freshmen. , 
I can remember the anxiety I was feeling that day. j 
The anxiety and the disgust. 
I complained about my dormitory, Drew Hall. I : 
complained about the heat and the absense of air con- : 
ditioning, a slow elevator saturated with graffiti, and : 
the cubicle they threw two beds, two desks, and two j 
dressers in. A "room" they called it. 
My complaints about the hall died out as I bonded j 
with other residents. First semester I met so many j 
new faces; we laughed on many occasions. Too j 
many times we found ourselves bunched up in some- : 
one's room just to see a funny movie. The sense of j 
cornrnunal life made the frrst semester worth it: we : 
traded CDs , movies, ties for business orientation : 
class, and pepperoni slices for cheese slices. It was : 
all worth it frrst semester. : 
· Reflecting on my frrst semester as a freshman, I j 
look back and say two things: it went fast and thank : 
God! Some of my teachers really worked me. The : 
scariest thing that happened frrst semester was when j 
half of my History class failed the first exam (Luck- j 
ily, I was part of the half that passed the test.) The : 
teacher then told anyone who failed the second j 
exam not to step foot in her classroom again. My j 
heart dropped to 1ny feet. : 
• 
• 
I finished frrst semester with a GPA over 3.0 (I : 
won't say what). But with second semester well in j 
swing, I look forward to adding to my Howard expe- , 
rience. And my rnind still darts back to that frrst day j 
here. The pomp and circumstance of the pinning cer- j 
emony still monopolizes my memories. And I must ] 
admit that I am so glad I go to Howard U. [ 
Spring's Fling With Hair Proves Anything Goes ductions. Staged in the Blackburn center ballroom, this fourth anniversary show 
will highlight over 70 chemical-free hair designs-mostly for women. 
Ira Porter is a freshman business major. 
oom~muw hits 
BY TASH,\ STEWART 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Nappy. Kinky. Straight, curly, dreaded, bobbed or weaved in. Or how about just 
plain au natural? The choices of hairstyles for African Americans are endless. 
And nowhere is this more evident than on Howard's multicultural campus. 
In terms of Black hair, it seems that now is a time that anything and everything 
goes. No style or color is off-limits. While for some, the choice is one of per-
sonal preference, for others such as Smith, the decision is one of convenience. 
Many black women have opted for such low-maintenance natural styles as braids, 
locs, and twists, worn by celebrities such as Brandy and Lauryn Hill. The ver-
satility offered by these styles is an attractive option to people who don't like the 
uniform regularity of a precise cut. 
Still, many sisters like the different styles that can be created with permed hair. 
Things Fall Apart-The Roots 
Pheonix Rising-The Tompta-
tions • 
Junior print journalism major Eleanor Smith took her hair through many tran-
sitions to get it to the rnini-Afro style she currently \\'ears. After pressing her hair 
for 17 years, she relaxed her hair for the first time during her senior year of high 
school. Although she continued relaxing her hair until her junior year of college, 
when her hair began breaking off from the perm's harsh chemicals, Smith revert-
ed to the press-and-curl style of her youth. But last October she made the final 
step in her hair journey: she decided to go natural. 
Long layers, elaborate updos, and short tapered cuts are being worn by many of 
the heads on Howard's campus. Hair extensions are another option available to 
black women. Whether it is a full-head weave or a few select pieces, females can 
have as much or as little hair as they want. The Love Movement-A 1nbe 
Called Quest 
Tovin Campbell-Tovin Campbell 
All Time Greatest Hits:-Barry 
White 
Pure Funk-Various Artists 
"My perms were always irritating my scalp, and finally I just couldn't take it 
anymore," Smith said. "My friends kept telling me I should get a little Afro, and 
I just decided to go for it. Besides, I never really knew how to style my hair [ when 
it was permed]. Now, I can just pick it out and go." 
But women aren't the only ones exercising freedom of choice as far as their hair 
is concerned. Although they don't have as many options as the women, many 
Howard males are exploring new hairstyles as well. From bald heads to blowouts, 
brothers now have many alternatives to the traditional close-cut fade-. includ-
ing twists, dreadlocks, and texturized styles. 
Big Willie Style Will Smith 
Still In The Game-Keith Sweat 
The Ablist-Bob Swift 
Smith has not been alone in her search for a style she could truly call her own. Hair has always been a source of contention for many black Americans. Many 
,.):,lack females still sport burn marks on the back of their necks from the heat of 
the pressing comb or stove warmed curling iron. There are black people of both 
genders who can recall hearing as children cornrnents from adults about the 
"nappy" state of their hair. But now, a new sense of adventure seem§ to have invad-
ed the black consciousness concerning our hair. Let's hope this carefree flair for 
hair is here to stay. 
10. Thugged Out-Underworld 
~ round•up ef musical hits selected by The Hi/1-
ltJp'!i stqff. Selections appear in no particular order. 
.. 
Many Howard University students are trying one style after another in a quest 
to find the perfect hairstyle to aptly express their personalities and comfortably 
fit into their individual lifestyles. · 
To best illustrate the growing interest and diversity in new and innovative styles 
for black hair, take a look at the Nywele Perspectives Natural Hair Showcase this 
Sunday. Nywele, the Swahili word for hair, will be produced by DarkEssence Pro-
lashion 
Fan Mail Sure To Push TLC Back To Superstar Status . Move Over Winter, The March Is On For Spring 
BY BRANDI FORTE 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Artist: TLC 
Album: Fan Mail 
Hilltop View: Validated 
hey were the outlandish trio 
who took the Pepsi Gener-
ation by storm. Sporting bra 
tops and baggy jeans laced 
with condoms, T-Boz, 
Chilli, and Left Eye-the trio known as 
TLC-are back with a new look and a 
slamming new album entitled Fan Mail. 
On this flavorful 17-track album, the 
saucy R&B musketeers come correct 
with catchy lyrics, cyber-beats, and a 
concept that is definitely hot. Who 
Read AbOUI I. 
would've ever thought that TLC would 
have matured so gracefully? 
During their three-year hiatus, Chili 
had a baby boy, T-Boz starred in the 
urban film Belly, and Left Eye got her 
taste of a dysfunctional relationship with 
Kansas City Chiefs player Andre R;son. 
The messy breakup saw Left Eye in a 
cloud of controversy following a fire that 
gutted R;son's million dollar home. 
All things considered, change is good. 
Corning out of their obnoxious know-it-
all teenyboppers shells, the members of 
TLC make the transition into woman-
hood smoothly. They explore the psyche 
of young women and delve into how it 
feels of to be loved, conquered, and even 
redeemed. T-Boz tells how it feels to be 
"Unpretty," and Chilli sings a metaphor-
ic love letter on track 13, "Dear Lie." 
With an album for lovers, sinners and 
fans, TLC makes it known that they are 
" ... Good at Being Bad" (track six). The 
lyrics are quite blunt and funky: "lbu 
must be crazy/N-- what you gonna do 
with a b•-- like me? You can't handle 
me. " 
After listening to track six, one might 
consider signing TLC to No Limit, but 
again the album is replete with love bal-
lads and produces a sound that won't go 
bankrupt. 
It's been a long time for TLC, but they 
must have decided to save the best for 
last. 
T-Boz, Chili, and Left Eye have passed 
the test whether it be in the industry or 
their separate personal lives. And from 
the sounds of things, they will be receiv-
ing fanmail for Fan Mail for years to 
come. 
The Hilltop. 
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BY ALIKE BOGGAN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Spring is on its way and the militant month 
of March has arrived! And I do mean militant! 
Designers are shelling out ready-to-wear war 
gear. Civilian warfare is on the prowl, from the 
unisex khakis and chinos originally drafted 
from British soldiers who were nicknamed 
"Khakis"in reference to their clay colored 
uniforms, to the (also unisex) Mental Baggage 
gun sling. The Mental Baggage is a handy and 
versatile strap-on pouch loaded with three 
pockets and two adjustable straps. You may 
have already spotted less intunidating versions 
on young ladies Marching down the street. 
Okay, the wear gear may seem harsh, but 
many of Spring's new fabrics, designs and 
patterns are uniquely inspired nonetheless. 
Designer Vivienne Tarn and other up-and-
corning designers are turning out loads of new 
ideas, from clothes made of paper to watch 
bands made from the same rubber as tank 
wheels. Furthermore, that Velcro adhesive 
we used to wear on our shoes as children is 
now the new binding material for shoes, pock-
ets, and use-to-be-button-up shirts. However, 
amidst the rapid-fire of "under siege"clothing, 
: dubbed "cyberwear" by the fashion world, 
remain some designers who are non-partici-
pants in the techno overhaul. 
some things will remain the same. 
m will still be a must, in addition to 
tes, thongs (shoes), and "Tims." For 
like color, there will be splashes of 
ere. A popular combo for the ladies 
aki and citrus colors. 
point of this sport wear is the 
hopes to make our clothes more 
ally effective. Comfort is in. Fune-
practical are welcomed. Don't be 
d, join the ranks and March on! 
s Fashions 
ests 
apris ( they are made for men!) 
k ( the "wife beater") 
en's Fashions 
shoes (slings, slides, or straps) 
(Kangoes, straw cowboys hats, etc.) 
· trousers 
For Men and Women 
Strap Bag 
Coats and tops with hidden binding 
Dark denim ( And the Cuff is still in) 
• 
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music Miseducation is King of The Hill At Grammys 
The Hilltop's 
WeeldJCalen-
dar 
Exhibitions 
Figuratively speaking: A 
group show of paintings, wood-
cuts and photography at 
Gallery 505. Call (202) 785-
3151. 
New Acquisitions: Gifts from 
the Lawrence Gussman Col-
lection at the National Museum 
of African Art. 
Behind the Himalayas: Paint-
ings of Mustang will be fea-
tured in the Smithsonian's 
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, 
1050 Independence Ave., SW. 
An American Century of 
Photography: From Dry-Plate 
to Digital, selections from the 
Hallmark Photographic Col-
lection will be featured in The 
Phillips Collection of Wash-
ington, D.C. beginning Jan. 23. 
Call (202) 387-2151. 
The Roots Are Far From Falling Apart 
BY BRANDI FORTE 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Artist: The Roots 
Album: Things Fall Apart 
Hilltop View: Validated 
The Roots are back. 
• 
Black Thought, ?uestlove, HUB, Kamal, 
Rahzel, Malik B. and Scratch are back, build-
ing on lyrical consciousness, ghetto poetry, and 
black love with their new album, Things Fall 
Apart. 
The 17 track album, simple but entertaining, 
creates a variety of concepts, sound, and 
imagery for the listener. Rooted in the hip-hop 
game since 1987, these seven disciples of rap 
truly complete the hip-hop cipher. 
The album features artists Erykah Badu, Mos 
Def, Common and poetress Ursula Rucker, to 
name a few. "You Got Me," the fust single 
released from the album, is just a sound bite 
from the delictable musical menu. 
"Hip hop you the love of my life/bout to take 
you to the top," echoes the chorus of ACT TOO, 
in which the Roots pay homage to hip hop and 
its artistic contribution to the world. 
But Caution! Things Fall Apart does not reach 
the artistic pinnacle that The Roots hit with their 
classic album lladelph. Artistic debate aside, 
with this album (their fourth) the Roots have 
BY BRANDON M. BICKERSTAFF 
· Hilltop Staff Writer 
• 
found a new identity. Here the group focuses on I 
dope metaphors and allegories. Together, the : 
varying themes help the album come together j 
(instead of falling apart.) : 
With an authentic story line to go along with I 
"You Got Me," the album also travels down a I 
lyrical maze that's not consistent with the under- : 
lying theme of the album. But it all comes \ 
together with the masterpiece, "Return to Inno- I 
cence Lost." Poetess Ursula as she kicks a non- ! 
fictional life story in spoken verse about how : 
dysfunctional homes can make the world crum- , 
ble. \ 
"Innocence Lost" puts the album into per- \ 
spective, adding Russian Roulette beats and j 
words of wisdom from a young black woman's : 
gut experience. The Roots have successfully ! 
manifested possibly the greatest cipher of 1999. j 
The music world crowned a new diva at 
this year's Grammy Awards in Los Ange-
les, Calif. Lauryn Hill, formerly of the rap 
group The Fugees, captured five Grammy 
awards for her solo debut, The Miseduca-
tion of Lauryn Hill, which has broken the 
multi-platinum mark and continues to top 
the R&B, hip-hop and pop charts. 
The success of Miseducation has pro-
pelled the New Jersey native into the main-
stream and landed her Grammy statuettes 
for Best Album of the Year, Best R&B 
Album of the Year, Best Solo Artist, Best 
Newcomer and Female Vocalist of the 
Year. Her song "Lost Ones" was beaten by 
Will Smith's "Gettin' Jiggy Wit' It" for 
Song of the Year. 
Many feel the accolades Hill received at 
this year's Grammys were well deserved. 
"I think Lauryn deserved all the praise," 
said Junior Henry, a Hill aficionado. "She 
put a whole lot of work into the album. Her 
lyrics are different from those from other 
female artists ... [they] are more spiritual. 
I've always been a fan of hers." 
"I'm happy for her," said Kessie Ham-
mond. "I don't think she got as much 
praise while she was with the Fu gees. I'm 
happy to see a Black woman gaining suc-
cess in the industry." 
Hill's success at this year's Grammys 
demonstrates hip-hop's emergence in pop-
ular American music. Freshman Olu Bur-
rell said, "I think it makes the world more 
aware that hip-hop is not a fad and that it's 
here to stay. She got Album of the Year and 
that's phenomenal." 
"It sets the stage for hip-hop artists to 
step into the forefront in the music indus-
try," said Darcy Crute'. 
Despite her newfound mainstream fame, 
Hill is no stranger to the Grammys. In 
1991 Hill, as a member of the Fugees with 
Wyclef Jean and Pras, won the Grammy 
for Best Rap Album of the Year for their 
last group effort, The Score. 
Rating System: We at The Hilltop believe 
in empowering the student. For that reason, 
we have given our cadre of music and 
movie reviewers the power to Validate and 
Purge, just as the power-wielding sorcer-
ers in the Administration Building have. 
Essentially, if we find the CD or movie 
agreeable, we will VALIDATE it for your 
listening pleasures. But if the music or 
movie stinks to high heaven then it will be 
PURGED from our gotta-get-it list. 
-The Editor 
Baute: African Art/Western 
Eyes: This exhibition of art 
from the Baule people of West 
Africa will be on display at the 
Smithsonian's National Muse-
um of African Art, 950 Inde-
pendence Ave., SW. Opens on 
Feb. 7 and closes on May 9. 
Free. Call (202) 357-4818. 
. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
Music Commentarv. 
Concerts 
Jazz Night in Southwest: The 
Westminster Presbyterian 
Church 400 I Street, SW, will 
host a jazz concert every Friday 
night until Feb. 26 featuring 
local artists. The concerts will 
be from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Cost: 
$5 adults, young people free. 
For more information call 
(202) 484-7700. 
On Stage 
Now through Feb. 21: Clare 
Boothe Ruce's The Women at 
Arena Stage on the Ficbandler 
Stage, 11016th St., NW. Tick-
ets range from $24 to $45 with 
discounts available for stu-
dents, groups, persons with dis-
abilities and senior citizens. 
Call (202) 488-3300. 
The 411 is a standing column in 
the TEMPO section. It is com-
piled by Hilltop Staff Writers. 
To include your listing please 
send in.formation well in 
advance to The Hilltop, Attn.: 
Calendar Listings, 2251 Sher-
man Ave., N.W., West Towers, 
D.C 20001. 
Independent Labels Rise 
and Shine In the South 
BY KiMOTHY K. BROWN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Hip-hop should transcend the regional dif-
ferences of the United States, but until recent-
ly it has not. We all know the "old school" 
rappers including Eric B & Rakim, Slick 
Rick, Run DMC and even the Sugarhill Gang. 
Run DMC practically started this whole cur-
rent state of hip-hop. Rakim is often consid-
ered the greatest rapper ever to live. Groups 
like Public Enemy raised our consciousness 
level of being African-Americans and pro-
moted self-pride. 
I respect every one of those groups-but 
something is missing. 
Most of the good "old school" rappers 
hailed from the East Coast. Sure, this region 
is the "birthplace of rap," but New Orleans 
is the birthplace of jazz, and this music genre 
is represented by people from all over the 
country. 
There are a few decent modern-day rappers 
from the East Coast like Jay-Z, Nas and 
DMX. But they don't even come close to 
making the same impact as their predeces-
sors. Some hip-hop pioneers are still going 
strong today. Rakim has made a comeback, 
KRS-One remains hot and LL Cool J is still 
battling you know who. 
The West Coast had something to say also. 
The quartet of Dr. Dre, Eazy-E, Yell a Boy and 
Ice Cube (formerly known as NWA) started 
what is known as "gangsta rap." They were 
the first rappers from another region to real-
ly make an impact. (They also made people 
wear those infamous Starter jackets.) 
Other West Coasters have also made 
noise-like Snoop Doggy Dogg, Ras Kass, 
Ice T, Daz Dillenger and Xhibit. Even the late 
great Tupac Shakur made a jump to the West 
Coast and the now defunct Death Row 
Records. By the way, West Coast means Cal-
ifornia! 
Fast-forward to the 1990s. The South has 
surely risen to stake its claim as the new kings 
of rap. Cities like Houston, Atlanta, and New 
Orleans all have up-and-coming rappers and 
strong record labels to go along with them. 
Most of the top independent record labels are 
in this region, including No Limit Records, 
Rap-A-Lot Records, Suave House Records, 
So So Def Recordings and the new giant, 
Cash Money Records. 
Founded in the early '90s and based in 
Baton Rouge, La., No Limit Records is now 
setting the standard that smaller labels should 
follow. This label, and owner Percy "Master 
P" Miller, should be around for years to 
come. If music somehow fails, Master P has 
real estate, sports management and films to 
turn to. Behind the strong production team of 
Beats by the Pound, No Limit manages to 
pump out an average of three releases per 
month. 
Reading the No Limit roster is like reading 
a list of the top albums on the Billboard 
Charts. Mystikal, Mia X, Silkk the Shocker, 
C-Murder, Fiend, Mac, Mr. Serv-On and oth-
ers have had successful albums. Master Palso 
managed to rescue Snoop Doggy Dogg, now 
known as simply Snoop Dogg, from Death 
Row Records. As a result, Snoop put togeth-
er a platinum selling album entitled The 
Game is to be Sold, Not to be Told. No Limit 
has at least three of the current 20 best rap-
pers. Mystikal is considered one of the best 
lyricist in the south, if not the country, and 
Mia Xis one of the top five female rappers. 
And of course, Snoop Dogg's previous work 
speaks for itself. No Limit receives much 
respect from the industry. The "tank" has col-
laborated with Jay-Z, Fat Joe, Big Pun, 01' 
Dirty ·Bastard, U.G.K., Eightball & MJG, 
Busta Rhymes, Foxy Brown, and numerous 
others. With more hit albums sure to come in 
the future, it will be pretty hard to stop the 
tank! 
Another Louisiana label is quickly gaining 
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respect. Cash Money Records, owned by 
brothers Ronald and Bryan Williams. was 
founded in 1992. The label started off crank-
ing out local New Orleans' bounce music. 
The company's hottest rapper is Terius "Juve-
nile" Gray. Juvenile has been in the rap game 
for years, first surfacing with DJ Jimi in the 
early '90s. Now, he has a successful album 
called 400 Degreez, which contains the hit 
single "Ha." Other rappers on the label 
include the Hot Boyz and B.G. Juvenile's first 
album, Solja Rags, sold nearly one million 
copies. A possible tour with Bad Boy Enter-
tainment is currently in the works. 
Every Cash Money song is produced sole-
ly by one man, Mannie Fresh. The fact that 
this label has one producer and not a pro-
duction team is unique these days. A recent 
distribution deal with Universal, worth $30 
million, will not hurt either. They have yet to 
collaborate with No Limit, but hopefully that 
will change. 
Cash Money was around before No Limit, 
and should be around for a long time. There 
were rumors of hostility between the two 
labels, but that may prove to be false. These 
rumors stemmed from a bad relationship 
between Mystikal and former Cash Money 
group UNLV. Also, No Limit rapper Soulja 
Slim was a memberofUNLV, which is a nat-
ural conflict. But all ignorance aside, Cash 
Money, along with No Limit, should proud-
ly represent the city of New Orleans, and the 
entire South, for that matter. 
Louisiana's neighbor to the West also has 
two powerful record labels. Rap-A-Lot and 
Suave House, both located in Houston, are 
making moves. 
Rap-A-Lot has been around seemingly for-
ever. The crew of Scarface, The Ghetto Twinz 
and newcomer Tela, have also been success-
ful in the rap game. Scarface, formerly of the 
Geto Boys, is the top man at Rap-A-Lot. He 
has collaborated with the likes of Master P 
and Tupac. Tela jumped from cross-town 
label Suave House. Rap-A-Lot is often com-
pared to No Limit, maybe because of the sim-
P. Kobina Yankah 
ilarity of their album covers. Tela is another 
top lyricist in the South, as are the Ghetto 
Twinz, who hail from New Orleans. 
Suave House Records, headed by Tony 
Draper, is the other major label in Houston, 
although you would think it's in Memphis. 
Top rappers Eightball & MJG are natives of 
the Tennessee city. Anyone who is a fan of 
Southern rap respects this duo. Albums such 
as Space Aged Pi,npin ', No More Glory and 
Pure Uncut are among their hits. They have 
also shown up on the soundtrack for No 
Limit's film, I Got the Hook-Up. Eightball 
has collaborated with Redman, Goodie Mob, 
Nas, Busta Rhymes and Canibus. Suave 
House's production team, Mo-Suave, also 
produced a cut on Rakim's last album, The 
18th Letter. Their production team is among 
the best in the business. Suave House con-
siders themselves "the #1 house in the 'hood." 
Finally, in Atlanta, Jermaine Dupri and So 
So Def Recordings continue to make strides 
in music. Dupri has been around for a while, 
introducing both Kriss Kross and Da Brat. 
Dupri had TLC for a while, but that rela-
tionship did not work out. He recently put out 
a successful album, Life in 1472, which 
reached platinum status. Dupri is like the 
"Puff Daddy of the South," even though he's 
been producing a little longer than Puffy. 
Dupri remains consistent in a strong field of 
Atlanta-based rappers. Outkast, Goodie Mob 
and rising star Cool Breeze are all major play-
ers in the game. 
Rap in the South should not be taken for 
granted. This region needs to gain respect 
from other parts of the country, particularly 
the East Coast. But the South has been oper-
ating without respect for a long time. 
No Limit Records, Cash Money Records, 
Rap-A-Lot Records, Suave House Records 
and So So Def Recordings aim_ to put an end 
to this lack of respect. But these five labels 
are not the only ones making moves. Look for 
Key Players Entertainment of Houston, fea-
turing deejays GT and Steve Nice, to be on 
the rise in the new millennium. 
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PROMISSORY NOTE SIGNING SESSIONS ARE HELD DAILY, EXCEPT TUESDAY, 
EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR FROM 9:00AM TO 3:00PM. FAILURE TO PROPERLY EXECUTE 
YOUR DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROMISSORY NOTE IN A TIMELY MANNER WILL RESULT IN 
LOAN PROCEEDS NOT BEING DISBURSED TO YOUR STUDENT ACCOUNT . 
• 
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HOW TO FIND AND WIN GRANTS AND 
• 
• 
• 
CONTRACTS 
Of.ice of Research 
Administration 
Get an insider's look at the federal grants marketplace and find out how to locate the 
grant opportunities that are right for your organization 
Gain the specialized knowledge you need to be a winner in the competitive private-
sector funding arena 
Receive a copy 9f David Bauer's popular "The How To" Grants Manual: Successful 
Grantseeking Techniques for Obtaining Public and Private Grants, Third Edition (a 
$29.95 value) and other handouts. 
Workshop Date(s): Monday, April 12, 1999 or 
Tuesday, April 13, 1999 
Time: 
Cost: 
Location: 
• 
Contact Person(s): 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
$75 per person (limited to 40 people per day) 
Howard University - Wonder Plaza 
ISAS, The Office of Technology, Room 334 
· 2301 Georgia Avenue, NW 
Ms. Betty Fontaine -- 806-5567 
Ms. Diane Peoples -- 806-6677 
Meet the Instructor: David G. Bauer, the author of the "How To" Grants Manual in its third edition, is one of the 
leading authorities in grant acquisition. His book has sold thousands of copies and is the book recommended by the 
American Council on Education (ACE) as a "must" book for all grantseekers. Presently, Dr. Bauer travels the 
country, giving lectures on grantseeking. He is a true teacher's teacher and is dedicated to assisting grantseekers to 
develop the skills they need to succeed. Dr. Bauer is also the author of eight books and the developer of software and 
videos focusing on all aspects of the grants process. He is the owner and president of David G. Bauer Associates Inc. 
which was established in 1981. The corporation's primary focus is to provide educational institutions and other non-
profit organizations with in-house seminars in grantseeking and fundraising. 
' 
The 1999 
GRADU.4TE RESEARCH SYMPOSIU1V 
Sponsored by 
The Graduate Student Council 
and 
The Graduate School 
Howard UniversitJ1 
Thursday, AprU 8, 1999 
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS 
Deadline DqtPJ 
Abstracts: March 15, 1999 
Advance Registration: April 1, 1999 
Armour J. Blackburn University Center 
Howard University 
Washington, DC 20059 
, 
• 
, 
University of Toledo 
Gospel Choir 
Westchester University 
Gospel Choir 
Howard Gospel Choir 
and other special guests! ! ! 
at Rankin Chapel on Main Campus 
B9 
' 
i I I('' , •i)' I\;~ 
.I ,'I;~ , '1;1 
! . ~ . ~ 
ivelc i 
f~o~ 011 
'"'",.e Ho\vard Gosp l C cc; rn 
niverity of Tol o Go l Choir 
and \Vestcheste University Gospel 
1oir from Pf nsylvania. 
Which will it be on your office door? 
•, 
Once you leave school and start a career, will you feel challenged and 
reworded? Will you be occupied by meaningful work thot brings out your 
best and puts you on the doorstep of your career goals? 
If these questions <on<ern you, CIGNA wont\ you to know there is 
on alternative to just another job. And it con be found right here. At one 
of the world's leading global benefit\ companies. We've built 
our success on hinng bright, creative individuals from 
diverse backgrounds and helping them build careers based. 
on their interests ond abilities. The result is more productive 
lives that uenefit us as well as our employees. 
People working at CIGNA ore genuinely richer for the experience. 
And we're not just talking about salary and benefits. One example: our 
leodership Development Program gives promising graduates the chance 
to explore various jabs and training alternatives before settling on a final 
choice, In addition, we ore highly regarded in the business community for 
providing a working environment that fosters people's aspirations both 
on and off the job. 
There's a spot waiting for you at CIGNA. learn more by 
visiting our Web site or speaking with on on-campus representative. 
Congratulations Graduate! 
' 
One CIGNA: Many Opportunities. 
We're on equo! opportunity employer, M/F / D/V. ~CIGNA,.. iefers 
ro CIGNA Corporntioo ond/ 01 one or more of its subsidiories. 
Mos! employees ore employed by sub5idimies of CIGNA (01porotion, 
which providii insurance and related products. 
www.dgna.com 
CIGNA 
A Business of Caring. 
J 
I 
' 
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• 
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• 
•• 
for more Info, call Jacob at 80~-4773, 
or come to the office: Howard University 
Community Association 
2731 Georgia Ave 
' 
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J :ex i ~ /earl?· 
Answer this question by , 
. . ·· .  ·h· 1999 20· 00 part1c1pat1ng 1n t e .. , i .~ ·• . .• .. 
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Verificatio•n Plan 
RSVP infonnation and request fonns will be 
made available between March 8 and 10 in all 
residence halls (for residents) and the Office of 
Residence Life (for non•residents). 
The RSVP drawings will be held in the Tubman ! 
Quadrangle on Tuesday, i\1arch 16, starting at j 
9:30 a.m. ~l1 
Ill l!iil'[i!ill:lli!lli! 0Jlii11!1illll:ll'l1(i!l'IIII waiting liSt positions · I II 
RSVP Request/Declination Forms must be 
completed by Wednesday, March 10th. 
-~dtt::. ../:?\:::-:. .-:?::::,. · f:;;:-:: .. 
r·t!;1 l:1:1 1:t 1l!ii 11'.n ::i:i i1il1 . . . . . .· · . . · . · 
,. r11 tti m1 1 11 1m 111 Full payment of Fall Semester housing charges 1s 
£i,,4 t@ tF rr mfr s:1 t> due prior· to check 1·n .ror August 1999· £&¥& :tL§f :::::;\J;:~ \(di/ ' ' . . ,, •' ' . ' _,.,. ' ! I ' . . . .. ' . •' ~ 
r 
Everyone is invited! 
Singers 
• Dancers 
• Rappers 
•DJs 
• Poets 
• Actors 
• Comedians and more 
a 
J 
0 
0 
• 
a 
Votino Locations 
Law School: 
Rathskeller 
Divinitv School: 
First Floor Hallwav 
All other schools: 
Blackbum Center Plaza 
0 
D 
D 
• 
0 
I 
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All HILLTOPICS are due, paid in full , 
the Monday before publication. 
Announcements by campus organi-
zations for meetings, seminars or 
non-profit are charged as individuals. 
Individuals advertising for the pur-
pose of announcing a service, buy-
ing or selling are charged $5 for the 
first 20 words and $1 for every addi-
tional five words.Local companies 
are charged $1 O for the first 20 words 
and $2 for every five words there-
' 
FOR SALE 
Black history calendar 
A journey through 365 days of 
Black History. For the month of 
Feb. calenaars are $1 O plus 
$3.50S+H (priority mail), $1 extra 
each additional calendar. Checks 
or money orders made payable 
to: lokts 
· ttentio'p_§r1\'3ff!i88Chil ren 
Bldde sb g. · D 20 0 
after. Personal ads are $2 for the first -------------
10 word and a $1 for every additional 
five words. 
BUSINESS SALE: Sorority/Frater-
11itv Specialty; Terrapin Clothespin, 
College ParR, Maryrand; 16,ears Id· h1 h turnover/profit mar in· 
i8o,o~o negotiable; 301.77 .7766. 
Frldav March "12. "1999 
at 
Manues 
("14th & U J· 
APPLICATIONS FOR THE 
1999-2000 
BUSINESS MANAGER OF 
THE HILLTOP 
Capc~ilXc~eii,rW,;~~~ue 
Freshest Baseball 8aps. 202.722.0701 
or 800.223.TAJO 
Invite you. to a Pre - Spring Break. Party 
& 
ARE AVAILABLE IN THE 
OFFICE OF STUDENT 
ACTIVITIES. 
DEADLINE IS 
March 5, 1999 
EMPLOYMENT/ SERVICES 
SPRING BREAK '99 
Cancun and Jamaica from $429 
7 niqht Caribbean Cruise $399 
Student Travel Services 
1-800-648-4849 
www.ststravel.com 
on-campus call 
greg @ 202.939.0271 
Damian @ 202.526.3315 
I-Iappy I-Iou.r 
.E-1.a.ppy :I-:Iour: 9:00 - 10:30Plv'.l 
(Free Buff-et, 1 /2 price ct.rink special) 
Attention 11 
WANTED 
Spoken word artist 
to perform In the 
1999 Excellence Awards 
No Joke! Party: 10: 30-until 
'---------~-------- ·-------------------~ 
Please contact Shenita Johnson 
@806-5426 
Med-Dent Start 
! ! !Attention all Pre-Health Profession 
students!!! 
250 cash • 30 day turn around * 
Less than 10 hrs 
Make your own hours 
Touch the life of DC Youth 
Make a lifetime impression 
Contact Shawn @ 202.832.2212 
U.S. MARINE CORPS OFFICER PRO-
GRAMS 6-10 week paid summer internship 
managemenVleadership experience. No oblig-
ation to serve. 301.394.0519 
Opportunity to spend spring break shad- 1 ==~~-~~~~-~~­
owing physicians and dentist at Howard $1500 w~ekly potential mailin~ our circulars. 
U · · H · I F • f t h No expenence required. Free info packet. Cal\ n1vers1ty osp,ta . or 1n o con act t e 202.452.5940 
Center for Preprofessional Education in 
Rm# 518 LSAT, GAE, and GMAT preparation courses 
at GWU. $475 or less--about half the cost of 
-------~-------1 commercial prep classes! call GW at 
!!!Attention all Premed, Dental, Pre-Pro- 973. i 150 
fessional Student!!! -----------~ 
Summer Study in Italy 
Learn about the admission, registration Only $250/wk. Total for room, board, Italian 
process for professional schools. Lessons & Activities in LG. 
Charming Villa near Alps. Health Careers Symposium, March 11 call 703.409.2958 
at 5:30pm in the Center for Preprofes-
sional Education in Rm 518 
Door prizes available for early registra-
tion. 
-----------Attention!!! 
WANTED 
Spoken word artist 
to perform in the 
1999 Excellence Awards 
Please contact Shenita Johnson 
@806-5426 
The Biggest Event of the Year 
The 1999 Bison Ball. 
March 13, 1999 
Tickets on sale now! 
DUKE NEXT SEMESTER? 
See Ms. Betty Aikens (Room G 11, 
Admin Bldg) about the Duke & Howard 
Exchange Program 
Volunteer Computer Teachers Needed 
Byte Back, is a DC based non-profit organiza-
tion which provides free computer training to 
inner-city DC residents. They are looking for 
volunteers to teach (5) 90 minute class over 
fie weeks. Classes include Windows 95, 
Word, Excel, Power Point, Access and the 
Internet. !f you are interested in volunteering 
for this important cause please email volun-
teer@bytebback.org or call the Byte Back 
office at 202.518.8780. You can also see their 
Website at www.byteback.org. 
Internet Models needed for exclusive enter-
tainment company via internet. $$$Earn 
$600-1000/week parttime $$$. Private, con-
venient location. 202.737.3500 
NEED CASH? 
No experience necessary. Great for students. 
Work full-time, part-time or in your spare time. 
Call 301.951.5365 for 5 min overview. For 
additional info please call 301.537.0464 
Students, Faculty, Staff 
Top prices paid for used and unwanted text-
books with resell value. Taj Book Service 
202.722.0701 or 800.223.TAJO 
Tutor counselors are needed for a 6 week res-
---------------1 idential program. Current Junior, Senior, or 
Want to be in an auction? Graduate Student with proficiency in English, 
Pret-a-porter fashion club ls holding an Mathematics, Science, computer Science, 
• • . Engineering, or Spanish. 2.00 or better GPA. 
auction interest meeting. Tues. March 9 $1500 plus room and board. Applications and 
6:30pm Rm G-128 Human Ecology Bldg facf sheets available: 
Howard University 
-------------- Upward Bound Program 
Ladies and Gents get ready for... Carnegie Building 
Kapparet '99 ... Koming soon 2395 6th Street NW 
Aoom.B-10 
Woman to Woman Lun-
cheon Committee: 
There will be a meeting 
at 6:45pm SHARP! in 
the Undergraduate 
Library. 
Join the Black College Network 
www.bcnusa.com 
1-888-9673-4bcn 
Internships, Scholarships, Chat rooms and 
much more ... 
BCN Springbreak in Montego Bay, Jamaica 
$399 Pay by March 10, 1999 
Registration forms on www.bcnusa.com 
Graduate Student needed-help create and 
implement adult reading program. Call john at 
------A-tt-
8
-
0
-ti
0
-
0
- 1-11------
1301.949.176t 
WANTED 
Spoken word artist 
to perform in the 
1999 Excellence Awards 
Please contact Shenita Johnson 
@806-5426 
FOR RENT 
1 Bedrm Apt. (basement) Shephard 
Park. 'Nice area. Sep. entrance. W/D 
spacious. convenient to metro, restau-
rants, shops, and grocery stores. lots of 
street parking. $600 util. incl. 
202.291.4970 or daytime 202.27 4. 7136 
Rooms 4 Rent. 2 Bdrms left. 2 Ba., 
W/W, W/D Disp. Harvard and Georgia 
Ave area. $250. Call 301.276.6641 or 
page 202.592.7902 
Furnished room-non-smoking-walk to 
HU. Small Dormitory Size Room $275 
P/M. All utilities included. Security 
Deposit. Reference. Call Mrs. Shorter. 
703.385.0538 
Housemate wanted. Call for details. 
202.387.4239 
PERSONALS 
The HU Crew team says: 
I got a proposition: 
Every Gabrielle lyanla Muriel Polk 
needs a Peter Ignatius Maximillion 
Paulus. (Censor THAT, Haters!!!) 
"Crew Love" 
"Long Live Bloody Xi" 
Pretty Lou-Pimp on in Florida dur-
ing spring break 
Look For It!! 
Republic Gardens' 
Seniors Night 
Thursday, March 18th 
5pm to3am 
BeeGee3--Trouble don't last 
always. Hold your )lead up and 
continue to climb up the rough 
side of the mountain ... 
have you ever been a client of 
Model One talent agency? 
TEMPO wants your story!!! 
Call JASON at 
806-6866 ASAP 
One time for the House of 
Drew .... Catch It! 
"If you don't get it, you don't 
get it" 
Shouts Out to All the Real 
Bison going down South this 
Spring Break ... Meet me in 
Miami!!! 
Keya--You are the Bomb!!! Go 
Diva ... Godiva 
Alright Andre--- You all drew 
up in the face! Guess you got 
your habits on.---SNL 
Congrats Kel on a Wonderful 
Performance!!!! Bravo, Bravo 
Lil D-- Just cause you grew 
an inch, don't think I won't 
hurt you!--SNL 
Do You Want More .. 
........ Sense?!!!???!! 
3.25.99 
j '•( ' '• "m!J"J/. -'•: •:•.,•\ .. •••'•; 
. ~ •' " ,,, ' -
·•"·, . . -
3BRs, 1.5BA located across from SB & 
Banneker High School. House has large 
living room, dining room & kitchen. 
Amenities include:cable., W/D, W/W car-
pet, AC, heat, parking, oishwasher. 
Available in May/June. $275-$325 + util-
ities. Call 232.6587 for more info. 
I • • • • 
''Stl1de11t P1·otest at FCC i11 · 
HU 8 mins walk. 5 Brms/3Baths/Base-
ment newly renovated. Hardwood floors. 
Front porch/rear deck. Suitable/faculty. 
$1300+ utilities. 301.294.0334 
NW House to share. Beautifully renovat-
ed Victorian House to share. Clean, 
bright, professional atmosphere. $300-
$380/month. Call 202.797.1199 
1617 New Jersey Ave. NW-Newly reno-
vated spacious 2 bedroom-1 bath apt. 
featuring NEW w/w carpet, W/D, CAC, 
sundeck and all ut1I. inclu. for 
$875/month. Call 301.899.7897. Section 
8 also available. 
1·es po11se to .' ... ••· ,,, .· · •···· .. · . 
G REASE,J.Y.L.J. 'S COMMENT on i 
. . ' . 
· · ai1·\vaves." ' . 
. l\1011day, Ma1·ch:8; :J-2+Jp111c' ~··. 
S tll d e11 ts . \\1ill leave/at·+l\t am;,~;(;; 
Scl1ool of Co1111nunications:ci1·cle . · 
e11t1·a11ce. Fo1· 1nore i11fo call: ·.• .· ... ··• . 
. F1·ed Ol1tten·202}547:.6052,,i ;· 
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.--rhe 1999 C<::.llege Sprin.g B1-e~l.-k Party 
Dress 1.c> I rTl.press ! ! ! ! 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated, t\lpha Chapter 
& the Howard University Arts & Sciences Stude11t Council 
present ... 
The 7th Annual Woman to Woman Conference 
Sisters Let's Ta(f: 
'Envisioning Our Dreams, .Jlcfiieving Our Success 
• 
• 
Little sister 
We await you at the roundtable of womanhood. 
Square your shoulders, child. 
The load will be heavy. 
Though I hope it will not always be heavy for you 
As It was for your mother 
·, And your mother's mother. 
My beautiful little sister 
Many, without any inquiry at all, w:ill say that they already know what you 
are all about , 
Because you are young 
Because you are black 
- Because you live where you live 
Beca_use you go to school where you do 
Or because maybe, your mother never married your father. 
You, my little sister, 
Carry the heavy and unfair burden 
Of statistics and stereotypes. 
Unfortunately, the world may blame you for all that's wrong in it 
But give you little or no credit for what's right in it 
You, my sister, 
The daughter I n€ver had 
1 pray that when it's your turn 
As it now •is mine 
You will reach out to some young sister. 
That you will whisper into her ear 
And tell her 
As I am tellrng you 
As others told me 
That it is a rite of passage, and that it is her turn 
To step up and take her seat at the table of womanhood. 
little Sister, 
We await you. 
-By Betty Winston Baye 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY MAIN CAMPUS 
MARCH 8, 1999 
& 
THE FOLLOW-UP RETREAT 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY BETHUNE ANNEX 
MARCH 12-13. 1999 
I 
• 
